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~ WOMAN') PiA
I~ IN THf HOME.
VOT IN THt WO!k

•SEXISMo5\CCAMPUS•
A look at how far ]CU has progressed
si nee opening the doors to women in 1968.

. . . . . .arro
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Gina
Girardot
Commentary

JCU needs a reality check
"You come a long way, baby " is a relative term. While the days
of Neanderthal-esque men dragging women by their hair have
.long past, remnants of june Cleaver days linger on. A new-found
sensitivity to this class of "babies" in recent decades is promising,
but at john Carroll, a student's first experience with worldwide
attitudes, the reality of sexual discrimination is still evident.
Take for example, the Women's History Month display in the
Communications Department that was defaced with the word
"kill" on it. Or the fra tern ity-d istributed bar flyer that promotes
ora l sex and ad vertises d ri nk specials with a characture of the
typical sex pot with voluptuous physical dimensions.
Or, the enlightened individual who placed hand-written flyers in various men's bathrooms throughout campus, proclaiming
that a women's place is in the home, not in the workplace and that
"men should be able to have sex with his own wife, even if she is
not in the mood at that particular moment." In add ition to the
legal ramifications of going agai nst the norms of co nsensual
marital sex, what is most disturbing is that this individual is not
a contemporary of jane Eyre. He is ajCU student.
How much progress as rea y en
?
There are claims that the establishment, campus-wide and
nationally. is dominated by a patriarchal majority- an argument
that holds some validity. The establishment of this university is
rooted in a long tradition of male dominance, but preaches free
thinking and all-embracing Catholic ideals. Likewise, Carroll
students distance themselves from the status quo, claiming that
they are more open-minded and more "PC."
Yet, theabove-mentioned instancesdonotreflect this idealogy.
Instead they indicate that this genera tion supports gender equality in theory, but not in practice and is eluded by a cloud of
ignorance to true injustice.
We still have a long way to go.

See pages nine and ten for an in-depth look at women's advancement on the john Carroll University campus. Articles from
the past and the present examine howJaracceptanceof women has
en me at]oh n Carroll-- or how Jar it hasn't.

English loses three
Faculty
leave

deplrtment
with
mixed
emotions

Pedro San Antonio

Ann Dobyns

Tom O'Konowltz
News Editor

Three faculty mem bersofjohn
Carroll University's English department have chosen to leave
their respective positions after a
combined total of nearly 20 years
atjCU.
Ann Dobyns and Mark

liked to have see n more attempts
at dialogue in decision-making at
the university.
"I've seen people at the university, in my department and others,
badly treated, and Idtdn'tseeways
that's going to change," Dobyns
said. "Andthatmakesmeuncomfonable."

higher level classes in crea tive
writing there.
Winegardner, a professional
writer, shared similar sentiments
as Dobyns.
"I've had more than my share
of terrific students to work with
lat JCUI," Winegardner said. He
added that he has made great

Winegardner, tenured associate

Sh e. a \so sa1d, "There a re. prob

fnenc\ o; h~re and taur,ht a wide.

professors, and Pedro San Anto-

lems in mydepanment. herear

j ty
w:
He did say that the Florida State
job offer was not the only reason
he left.
"If thmgs were different, particularly at the department level, I
neverwouldhaveapplied,"hesaid.
"The department was really torn
apart by bitterly divisive tenure
proceedings."
Winegardner said that his tenure-track pos!tion was new when
see ENGLISH, page 3

nio, instructor, will not be in- tensions. It's awkward." Though
cluded in next fall's academic cal- she did say that some of the people
she works with are fabulous.
endar.
Winegardner, who is leaving
Dobyns, whohastaughtatjCU
for nine years, will be an associate JCU after eight years, was chosen
professor at the University of Den- from 500 candidates to assume an
ver in the fall. She would have associate professorship at Florida
been promoted to full professor in State University, where he will
the fall if she would have stayed at eventually lead theschool'sgraduate creative writing program. His
jCU.
"I have wonderful classes," teaching load will be lighter, and
Dobyns said. "The students get so he said he will be able to teach
involved in discussion." She said
that she has formed some valuable personal and professional relationships while at Carroll.
Shedidsaythatshewould have

Senior awarded Fulbright
Fourth student in JCU history

cess for the Fulbright Grant. The
length was substantial as well. "I
Senior Manny Teitelbaum was started the application process
awarded a Fulbright Grant last over a year ago and it was at this
week, which is one of the most time that I began to narrow down
prestigious honors in the nation. the countries I was interested in,"
He is only the fourth student in Teitelbaum said.
Teitelbaum chose to study in
john Carroll University history to
Sri Lanka, particularly the cities
have won the Fulbright.
As part of the grant, Teitelbaum of Columbo and Kandy, because
will conduct an individually de- he wanted a different experience.
signed research project in Sri It was one of the only countries
Lanka for nine months in order to open to having an undergraduate
better understand and explam do research there. He said he was
how this third world country ts deeply interested in this once
dealing with the decline of their strong and organized country
which now stands divided belabor movement.
The Fulbright Grant, a U.S. stu- cause of economic, political, sodent program, was created by Con- cial and ethnic differences.
Aftertheselecuonof a country
gress in 1946 "to foster mutual
understanding among nations and other formalities were made,
through educational and cultural thesubrntssionof a personal statement and project statement was
exchanges."
According to the Fulbright required for this premier scholarguide, 926 grants for study in over ship program
In addition, Teitelbaum ob100 nations were available for
1997-98 out of the 4,500 people tained letters of support from acaOnly demics in Sri Lanka who would be
that applied worldwide.
three grants were given for study interested in working with him.
These supporters would give
in Sri Lanka this year
Competitiveness was not the assistance to the grant winner
see FULBRIGHT, pag e 3
only factor in the application pro-

Denise Glaros

A study in the sun

Students were able to find an outdoor alternative for studying during this
weekends surrmer-like weather.

v

Assistant News Editor
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Food Fun and Musi c for fre~ hm e n
The Freshme n Class Picnic will be held Saturday, Aprill9, at l p.m . on the Quad. Come check out
the ba nd "Braille" and stay for Food and Fun!!!
Musician Of Histori cally Authenti c
Approach To Play atJCU
Organist Christophe r Stem bridge will play at
JCU on Wed nesday, April 16, at 8 p.m. at Sa tnt Francis
Chapel. Stembridge will play on the Louise E. Mellen
Memorial Organ, one of on ly four Spanish organs in
the United States. The concert is free and open to the
public. For more informa tion, call 397-4717.
Lecture on Chin ese-American Rela tio ns
John Carroll Un iversi ty's East Asian Stud tes Program will present "Sino-America n Rela ti ons Since
Tiananm en" by Dr. Harry Harding of The Geo rge
Washi ngtOn University o Aprill4, 7:30 p.m. in JCU's
D]. Lombardo Student Center Conference Room It is
free and open to the public. For more in for mation, call
397-4776.
Douglas McGregor To Speak atj CU
Douglas]. McGregor, president and chief executive officer of M.A. Hanna Company, will s peak atJCU
as part of its Mellen Lecture Series on Thursday, April
17 at 5o.m. The oresentation. free and ooen to the oublic, will be held in the universiy's OJ Lombardo Student Center Conference Room.
Chris tmas In April
The Chnstmas in April voluntee r program will
be in Cleveland on Saturday, Apri l 19 and the
Nonhcoast on Saturday, Apri\26 from 8:30 a.m. w 4:30
'1/o\
'
.
house and light yard work, etc. Breakfast, lunch, and
transportation are prov ided.
Call Co mmunit y Se rvice at 4698 form ore information.

Melinda Janowicz
Grasse ll i Library will serve as
home to the Francis X. Feighan,jr.
Writer's Collection, a memoria Ito
the 1966 John Carroll graduate
who died thts past December.
Feighan was a writer who,over
the course of his life, assembled a
large personal library wh1Ch consistsof books on wr iting, the writing process. reference books for
writers and rel ated works.
Hisfa111.il y passed the books on
10Grasselli Li brary with the hopes
that j ohn Carroll might find the
collection a useful and interesting
add ition to its ma ter ials.
Marcy Mi lota, assoCiate director of Grasselli Li bra ry, is very
pleased that j ohn Carroll was selected as the reci pient of these
valuable books which include376
hard cover books, 857 paperbacks,
and one set of four audio cassettes
for a wtal of 1,2 34 items.
"Francis decided to pay back
john Carroll for his education, he
gave a lot of credi t to th e Univer-

sity as a student." Mtlota said.
TheGrasselli staff is in the process of reviewing the books and
checking them against the l1 brary
hold1ngs 1n ord er to determine
which books will be kept, the norma l procedure for any library gtf t.
"We wdl keep most of it, if we
have duplicate copies we may offer them to the English Department bu t until we process them
it's hard to say, that would be way
down the road," Milota said. Once
they have been cataloged and p rocessed for use, Mi lota feels certai n
thatjohnCa rrollst ud entswi ll pu t
the books lO good use.
"Our collection could be beefed
up with th is, it fi ll s in many gaps
we have." She added that anyone
co nsidering wr iting as a profession will fi nd it useful beca use his
collection inc 1udes books on every aspect of writing and will be
very beneficia l to students interested in a career in writing.
Feigha n's library in cludes
books on the art of play writing,
writing for telev ision and maga-

Denise Glaros
Assistant News Editor

In memory of the late Dean of
StudentsJoe Farrell,anaward will
be presented to a member of the
senior class who exemplifies the
generous, dedi cated and guiding
spirit that Farrell embodied.
The Dea n j oe Farrell Awa rd
will serve asasym bol withi n the
John Carroll commun ity to ill us-

trate how he was appreciated bot h
on and off campus. lt is ope n to
any se nior that typifie s the jesuit
ideal of "women and men for others," as this was just one aspect of
his li fe.
"The individual will certainly
berepresentativeof what the Dea n
stood for at the uni versit y as well
as in the community." sa id Lisa
Heckman, director of student ac-

*

• *

Parents Weekend
Spend a little quality tim e with your parents
October 24-26 for parents wee kend. The theme:fort he
weekenwill be Rockin ' and Rolhn' Around john Carroll Campus. Be there or be square!

Newsbriefswerecompiled by Melindajanowicz,
assistant news editor.

·*

They•re Coming!
April 16, 1997
The Pittsburgh Steelers
Footballers Basketball Team

1¥1!!1 -D.J.'S spin the

18 &

over
sxc•nl\unto·~>.Nc• •,.oot.

East Sides best
HOUSE AND DANCE
$2 imports aU night
.
--·!II-FORECAST
..

playing

Jazz Band
11111 -Alternative Rock
*GREAT BEER SELECTION
bands SLACKJAW
*MICRO BREWS ON TAP
and REAliTY TWITCH
*SPECIALTY DRINKS & SHOTSIIIJI -Featuring local and
. llive musiC
.
*COFFEE & ESPRESSO
regwna
low cover

Ticket soles benefit
Make a Wish Foundation

OPEN DAILY AT SP M
HAPPY HOUR M- F 'TIL 9

No rover Sun-lues . College I D. always gets you Sl off ou1 S3
Bud .1 nd Rollmg Rock Spenals
In f o
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zines, script writing, sitcom and
mystery wnting and daytime
drama and novel wnring.
Included in this collection are
also books addressing everyt hmg
a student need s to know in order
to wri te, publis h, promote and sell
thei r own writings.
"1 am impressed wnh bot h the
quality of the mate rial and the
va net y of wpics represen red, said
Milota. "lt is obv ious that Francis
was a man who tru ly loved language and the an of writing.·
Edward F Feighan, the wmer's
brot her,said he is hopeful th at the
collec tion will prove a wonhwhile
and oft -used additio n toGrasselli's
current materials.
As a way to mem oriali ze
Feighan's cont ribution to the library a plate will be affixed to th e
inside fr om page of each book
idem ifying it as part of the Franc is
X. Feighan, Jr. Write r's Collection.
Milota sa id, "It is fitting that
the books will be here to in spire
and ed ucate future John Car roll
University grad uates.

Senior ~ward will honor Farrell

Cuyahoga Valley Alumni Speech Cont est
If you like to talk, show off your public speaking skil ls and get money for it, enter the Cuyahoga
Valley Alumn i Public Speaking Contest. First prize is
$1000 in tuition. Sign up with Mrs. Kaminski in the
Comm unications Office, Th ursday, April 24, at 4:00
p.m., in AD 226. The deadline 1s Monday, April 21, at
4:30p.m.

Comm unity Service Se na te to Ho ld Conference
The Senate for Communi ty Service is holding a
conference on Tuesday, April29, for students to learn
about Catholic issues and to receive access to congressmen from their district. Sign up will be held in the
community service office until Fr iday, April ll at a
price of $5.

NENVS~--------------------------3
fict ion books, and his short stories

The Carroll News, April10, 1997

Literary legacy lives on in library
Assistant News Ed1tor

Jon 3 Basketball Tournament
Student Union announces 3 on 3 basketball
tournament Saturday, April 26, at noon. Sign-up is
April 7-ll and Apnll·H8 in the Atrium. The cost is
$LO perteam and the fi rst 50 teams to sign up get a free
T-s hin.

The Carroll News, April10, 1997

Roster includes:

$2 with

• Kardell Stewart

John
Carroll
I. D.

•Greg Lloyd
• Cornell Lake

tivities. Shealsosaid that being of
service toothe rswasthe embodime nt of Fa rrell.
This award was recently developed by the senior class officers to
carry on the legacy of Farrell, beca use "we felt like we should do
some thing for our Dean." sa id
Jamie Morris, senior class president.
Applicat ions for the award are
current!y avai!able in the Student
Life Office and must be submitted
by noon o n Apr. 14. The a pplica tion must incl ude the name of a
senior and an outline of why this
person is dese rving of the award.
The sen ior class will then vote
to determi ne who will receive the
award , which will be presented at
the Sen ior Dinner on Apr. 21.
"We hope to have the Dean's
wife at the dinner to accept the
award in his honor," Heckman
sa id.
ln addition, those attending th e
dinner wi ll be weari ng claddagh
pins, the tradi tional irish symbol
of love, loyalty and frlendshi p,
which hung over his door for the
eight years that he was dean of
stude nts.
"We hope to contin ue it"for the
lasting impression lt can have on
the present and fu ture members
of the john Carroll co mmuni ty,
Mor ris said.

CN needs YOIL
Write, sell ads,
edit, eat pizza.
4398

The end of the
rood ...
If you dldn 't kno w, this Is
our last issue as Editor
and Managing Editor.
We 've passed on the
torch an d the wax Is
spillin g all o ver th e
place.
Good luck CN Staff
1997-98.

/f~~

d~~

President:
Vice

President:

Kate Meacham

Secretary:

ourmey Kaezyk

Treasurer:
Senators:

Meggan Babcock

Doug Dentler
Sarah Bausch

Krist ina Egan
Suza nne Pa ulson Kev in Comer

& audry finalists voted
Se ni ors voted in the pr ima ry
elections for the Bea udry Award
this week From the the original
ca ndidates, three are fina lists.
Timoth y Ha nchin, Bri dget
Maloney and llche Nonevskt are
the fi nal cand tdates.
Graduatin g seniors may vote
for the perso n they feel should recei vetheBeaudry Award, whi ch is

the award for the outstanding
graduat ing se nior.
It is given to the winnera tcommenceme nt, the on ly awa rd presented to slUdents there.
Final voti ng will rake place
April 14-15 at va rious times and
locations: Atrium fro m 11:30-1:30;
O'Malley Centerfro ml0-11:30and
1:30-J;and in the library from 7-9.

FULBRIGHT

ENGLISH

continued from page 1

continued from page 1

have been na med dJsti nguished
stories of the year, and he has already sold his nex t novel which is
during their stay in the host coun- he accepted it, and the university in progress.
had notemployeda writerto teach
try.
Also. he is a senior wmer for
D. Wesumpe ruma,a Sri Lankm wrlllngclasses before. "With that The Free Timesand a freque mconlabor schola r, sent Teitelbaum a new ness came far more than the trlbutor to Clevela nd Magaz i11e
and The Spo rti ng News.
letter offering his help fo r his field usua l growmg pains," he said
He also said that the university
work as an adv isor.
"I felt like what 1 do was not
He told Teitelbaum t hat he has not made any serious effort to part icularly val ued here," he said.
agreed to arrange fo r him lO inter- understand and eval ua te artists "Under the circumstances it was
view acade mics, researchers, gov- working in the academ y.
prudent to move on"
"l've of ten been made to feel
ernment officia ls. lllbo ur leaders.
San Antoni o has bee n an inleaders of poliuca l pa rties, em- what I do is margi nal ized ," structor at jCU si nce 1995, but he
ployer represe ntatives and lead- Winega rd ner said.
said his reasons for leavtng are
ingsoc ial activists in Sri Lanka.
He added that a high-level ad - somewhat different
He sa id thi s net working was the ministratortold hi m that his books
For the fall class sc hedule, fi ve
most difficult aspect in the appli- (mainly non-fiction novels) would upper level English classes do not
ca tion process and "the way I tr ied not count as much as schola rly have instr uctors assigned to them
books.
to establish connections in the
A source in the English DepartIron ica II y, his most recent book, men t said ,"There are several olher
countr y was by bri nging up th at 1
was applying for a Fulbright in The Veracruz Blues, recei ved a people m the department who are
glowing fro nt page rev iew in the actively tr ying 10 leave."
any conversation I was in."
jeanneColleran,in her first year
Teitelbau m said he though t the New York Time Booh Review. lt
letter of support he received from was also named a New Yorh Tim es' as chai r of the depart ment , would
Kumarijayawa rde na,a former as- Notable Book of the Year, and not comment on the departures,
soc ia te professor at the Unive rsi t y nominated for t he L.A. Times' book but she did say that ajesuit will be
co ming toj CU to teach in the fall,
of Colombo in Sri La nka, was key prize.
He has written three other non - but not as a replacement.
in his wmning the Fulbright.
She stated in it th at she had "no
doubt that your work will be pathbreaki ng and an important con- experi ence entailed the publ icity was," Teitelbaum said.
tribution in the field . for persons of the award, one on one planning
:John Carroll is a verygood uniwith the applicant and support of versit y but to receive such an
in Sri Lanka and abroad."
Three rounds of cuts followed the student's needs.
award ts difficult."
"It will be very enriching for
this initial application process.
Dwight Hahn ,assistant profes"I had always dream ed of earn- Manny to live abroad and be an sor of political science atJCU said
ing a Fulbright since high school independent scholar," Swenson "thi ~ in ~ tHu t i o n should be very
proud of the fact that we are gain becausel knewsomeonewhowon said.
"lt's life changmg."
ing ground "
one," Teitel baum said.
"You couldn't peel me off the
Elizabeth Swenso n, professor
of psychology a nd Fulbrigh t ceiling when I fo und o ut,"
No animals are
Gram ad visor for JCU, said that Teitel bau m said.
harmed in the
"l was optimistic beca use I had
"t his wi ll definit ely broaden his
production of The
pe rspectives and lam sure that he a very good project and qualifications for the the Fulbright, but I
will do very well."
Carroll News.
Swe nson$ role in Teitelbaum's also realized how competitive it

READY FOR
DRIVE·IN
MOVIE JEAJON!
See ..The Nutty Professor.. on the Big Screen!!!
Saturday, Aprill2
Shown outside of Pacelli Hall (Rain Plan-Wolf &Pot)
The movie begins when the sun goes down!!!
Bring your popcorn and a blanket and enjoy the
show!!!

Sponsomdby the Office ofStuden/Activilies

--------~=--=IE=-=V:.V.;: =-5
=--------- ___ The Carroll News, April10, 1997
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I INEW3 !PJRJEIFS I Literary legacy lives on in library
Melinda Janowicz

Assistant News Editor

3 on 3 Basketball Tournament
Student Union announces 3 on 3 basketball
tournament Saturday, April 26, at noon. Sign-up is
April 7-11 and Aprill+18m the Atrium. The cost IS
$10 per team and the first 50 reams to sign up get a free
T-shirL
Food Fun and Music for Freshmen
The Freshmen Class Picnic will be held Saturday, April19, at I pm., on the Quad. Come check out
the band "Braille" and s tay for Food and Funlll
Musician Of Historically Authentic
Approach To Play atjCU
Organist Christopher Stembridge will play at
JCU on Wednesday, Aprill6, at 8 p.m. at Saint Francis
Chapel Stembridge will play on the Louise E. Mellen
Memorial Organ, one of only four Spanish organs in
the United States. The concert is free and open to the
public. For more information,ca11397-47l7.
Lecture on Chinese-American Relatio ns
john Carroll University's East Asian Studies Program will present "Sino-American Relations Since
Tiananmen" by Dr Harry Harding of The George
Washington University o April 14,7:30 p.m. in JC U's
DJ. Lombardo Student Center Conference Room. It is
free and open to the public. For more information, call
397-4776.
Douglas McGregor To Speak atjCU
Douglas]. McGregor, president and chief executive officer of M.A. Hanna Company, will speak atJCU
as pan of its Mellen Lecture Series on Thursday, April
17 at 5o.m Theoresentation. free and ooento the nubhe, will be held m the universiy's OJ Lombardo Student Cemer Conference Room.
Christmas In April
The Chnstmas in Apnl volunteer program will
be In Cleveland on Saturday, April 19 and the
Nonhcoaston Saturday, April26from 8:30a.m. to 4:30
p.m. Vo\\lntccr ~iDcludes -pain•ing&.bc.cxt.uimala
house and lig ht yardwork, etc Breakfast, lunch, and
transportation are provided.
Call Community Service at 4698 for more information .

Grasselli Library will serve as
home to the Francis X. Feighan,jr.
Writer's Collection, a memorial to
the 1966 john Carroll graduate
who died this past December
Fe1ghan wasa writer who, over
the course of his life , assembled a
large personalli brary which consistsof books on writing, the writing process, reference books for
wnters and related works.
His fal'llily passed the books on
toGrasselli Ltbrarywith the hopes
thar john Carroll might find the
collection a useful and interesting
addition to its materials.
Marcy Milota, associate director of Grasselli Library, is very
pleased that John Carroll was selected as the recipient of these
valuable books which include376
hardcover books,857 paperbacks,
and one set of four audio cassettes
for a total of 1,234 items.
"Francis decided to pay back
john Carroll for his education, he
gave a lot of credit to the Uni ver-

Denise Glaros
Assistant News Editor

In memory of the late Dean of
Studentsjoe Fa rrell ,an award wi II
be presented to a member of the
senior class who exemplifies the
generous, dedtcated and guiding
spirit that Farrell embodied.
The Dean joe Farrell Award
will serve as a symbol w ithin the
John Carroll community to ill us-

trate how he was appreciated both
on and off campus. It is open to
any senior that typifies the jesuit
ideal of "women and men for ot hers," as this was JUSt one aspect of
his li fe.
"The individual will certainly
be representativeof what the Dean
stood for at the un iversity as well
as in the community," said Lisa
Heckman, director of student ac-

•

•
••
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Theylre Coming!
April 16, 1997
The Pittsburgh Steelers
Footballers Basketball Team

EWJ-D.J.'S spin the

East Sides best
HOUSE AND DANCE
$2 imports aU night

1111111-FORECAST playing
OPEN DAILY AT SPM
Jazz Band
HAPPY HOUR M-F 'TIL 9
.....
,.,.--Alternative Rock
*GREAT BEER SELECTION
bands SLACKJAW
*MICRO BREWS ON TAP
and REALITY TWITCH
*SPECIALTY DRINKS & SHOTS...,.
.
*COFFEE &ESPRESSO
~-Fe~tunn? local ~nd
reg1onallive mus1c
low cover
No rover Sun-lues. College J.D. always gets you Sl off our $3 cover.
Bud and Rollmg Rock Specials
Info
2,40
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Line
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Rd.

321 • , 0 2 7
Clevelind
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tivities. She also said that being of
service to others was the embodiment of Farrell.
This award was recently developed by the senior class officers to
carry on the legacy of Farrell, because "we felt like we should do
something for our Dea n," sai d
Jamie Morris, senior class president.
Applications for the award are
currentlyavailablein the Student
Life Office and must be submitted

President:

Pat Scanlan

Vice
President:

Kate Meacham

Secretary:

ourtney Kaezyk

Treasurer:
Senators:

Tom Cassidy

Meggan

Babcock

Doug De ntler

Justm Lauer
Angie Spi ralicri

Kristina Egan

Suzanne Paulson Kevin Comer
jacob Clemens I joan Kunz

Beaudry finalists voted
Seniors voted in the primary
elecuons for th e Beaudry Award
this week From the the origmal
candidates, three are finalists.
Timothy Hanch in, Bridget
Maloney and llche Nonevski are
the final candidates.
Graduating seniors may vote
for the person they feel should receive the Beaud ry Award, whi ch is

the award for the outstanding
graduating senior.
ltisgiven to the winneratcommencement, the only award presented to s[Udents there.
Fmal voting will take place
April 14-15 at various times and
locations: Atrium from ll:30-l:30;
O'MalleyCenterfromlO-ll:30and
1:30-J:;and in the library from 7-9.

FULBRIGHT

ENGLISH

continued from page 1

continued from page 1

during their stay in the host country.
D. Wesumperuma,a Sn Lankm
labor scholar, sent Teitelbaum a
letter offering his help for his field
work as an advisor
He told Teitelbaum that he
agreed to arrange for him to interview academics, researchers, government offictals, labour leaders,
leaders of polincal parties, employer representatives and leading social activists in Sri Lanka.
He said this net working was the
most difficult aspect in the application process and "the way I tried
to establish connections in the
country was by bringing up that I
was applying for a Fulbright in
any conversation I was in."
Teitelbaum said he thought the
letter of support he received from
Kumarijayawardena ,a former associate professor at the University
of Colombo in Sri Lanka, was key
in his winning the Fulbnght.
She stated in it that she had "no
doubt that your work will be pathbreaking and an important con·
tribution in the field, for persons
in Sri Lanka and abroad."
Three rounds of cuts followed
this initial application process.
"!had always dreamed of earning a Fulbr ight since high school
because !knew someonewhowon
one," Teitelbaum said .
Elizabeth Swenson, professor
of psychology a nd Fulbright
Grant advisor for JCU, said that
"th is will definitely broaden his
perspectives a nd lam s ure that he
will do very well."
Swenson's role in Teitelbaum's

he accepted it, and the university
had nmemployeda writertoteach
writmg classes before. "With that
newness came far more than the
usual growing pains," he said
He also said that the umvers1ty
has not made any serious effort to
understand and evaluate artists
working in the academy:
"I've of ten been made to feel
what I do IS marginalized,"
Winegardner said.
He added that a h1gh-lcvel admilllstrawr told him that h1s books
(mainly non-fiction novels) would
not count as much as scholarly
books.
Iron ica11 y, his most recent book,
The Veracruz Blues, received a
glowing from page review m the
New York Time s Boo/! Review. It
wasalsonameda NewYorh Times'
Notable Book of the Year, and
nominated fort he L.A. Times' book
prize.
He has written three other non-

experience entailed the publicity
of the award, one on one planning
with theapplicantand support of
the student's needs.
"It will be very enriching for
Manny to live abroad and be an
independent scholar," Swenson
said.
"lt's life changmg."
"You cou ldn't peel me off the
ceiling when I found out ,"
Teitelbaum said.
"I was optimistic because I had
a very good project and qualifications for the the Fulbnght, but I
also realized how competJtive it

riction books,and his short stories
have been named distmguished
stories of the year, and he has already sold his next novel which is
in progress.
A!so. he is a semor writer for
The Free Timesanda f requemcontributor to Clevdand Magaz1ne
and The Sponing News.
"I felt like what I do was not
panicularly valued here,' he said.
"Under the cucumstances it was
prudent to move on."
San Antonio has been an instructor atjCU since 1995, but he
sa1d his reasons for leav1ng are
somewhat different.
For the fall class schedule, five
upper level English classes do not
have instructors assigned to them
Asource m the Eng! ish Department said ,"There are several other
people in the department who are
actively trymg to leave. "
Jeanne Colleran, in her first year
as chai r of the department, would
not comme nt on the departures,
but she did say that a jesuit will be
coming toJCU to teach in the fall,
but not as a replacement

was,' Teitelbaum said.
"johnCarroll is a very good universuy but to receive such an
award IS difficult."
Dwight Hahn ,assistam professor of political setence atj U said
"1 h1s inst nunon should be very
proud of the fact that we arc gaming ground"

No animals are
harmed in the
production of The
Carroll News.

by noon on Apr. 14. The a pplica -

Parents Weekend
Spend a little quality time with yo ur parents
October 24-26 for parents weekend. The theme: fort he
weekenwill be Rock in ' and Rollin' Around john Carroll Campus. Be there or be square!

Newsbrief s were com piled by Meli ndaj anowicz,
assistant news editor.

zmes. script writing, sitcom and
m)'S te ry writing and daytime
drama and novel wriung
Included in this collection are
also books addressing everything
a student needs to know in order
to write, publ1sh , promote and sell
their own wmings.
"I am Impressed with both the
quality of the material and the
variety of topics represented, said
Milota. "It is obvious that Francis
was a man who truly loved language and the art of writing."
Edward F. Feighan, the writer's
brother, said he is hopeful that the
collec tion will prove a worthwhile
and oft-used addition toGrassell i's
curren t materials.
As a way to memorialize
Fe1ghan's contr ibution to the library a plate will be affixed to the
inside from page of each book.
ide ntifying it as part of the Francis
X. Feighan,jr. Writer's Collection.
Milma said, "It is fitting tha t
the books will be here to inspire
and educate future John Carroll
University grad uates.

Senior ~ward will honor Farrell

Cuyahoga Valley Alumni Speech Contest
If you like to talk, show off your public speaking skills and get money for it, enter the Cuyahoga
Valley Alumni Public Speaking Contest. First prize is
$1000 in tuition Sign up with Mrs. Kaminski in the
Communications Office, Thursday, April 24, at 4:00
p.m, in AD 226. The deadline is Monday, April2l, at
4:30p.m.

Community Service Senate to Hold Con£ercnce
The Senate for Community Service is holding a
conference on Tuesday, April 29, for students to learn
about Catholic i sues and to receive access to congressmen from their district. Sign up will be held in the
communi ty service office until Friday, April ll at a
price of $5.

sity as a student," Milota sa1d
The Grasse IIi staff IS in the process of reviewing the books and
checking them against the I! brary
holdings in order to determtne
which books will be kept, the normal procedure for any library gift
"We will keep most of it, if we
have duplicate cop1es we may offer them to the English Department but until we process them
it's hard to say, that would be way
downtheroad,"Milotasaid . Once
they have been cataloged and processed for use, Milota feels certain
thatjoh n Carroll studems will put
the books to good use.
"Our collection could be beefed
up with this, it fills in many gaps
we have." She added that anyone
considering writing as a profession will find it useful because his
collection includes books on every aspect of writing and will be
very beneficial to students interested in a career in writing.
Feighan's library incl ud es
books on the art of play writing,
writing for television and maga-
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Ticket sales benefit
Make a Wish Foundation

Roster includes:

$2 with

• Kardell Stewart
•Greg Lloyd
• Carnell Lake

John
Carroll
/.D.

tion must include the name of a
senior and an outline of why this
person is deserving of the award.
The senior class will then vote
to determine who will receive the
award , which will be presented at
the Senior Dinner on Apr. 2l.
"We hope to have the Dean's
wife at the dinner to accept the
award in his honor," Heckman
said.
In addition, those attend ing the
di nner will be wearing claddagh
pins, the traditional Irish sym bol
of love, loyalty and friendshi p,
which hung over his door for the
eight years th at he was dean of
students.
"We hope to continue it" for the
lasting impression it can have on
the present and future members
of the john Carroll community,
Morris said.

CN needs YOIL
Write, sell ads,
edit, eat pizza.
4398

The end of the
road ...
Ifyou didn 't know, this is
our last issue as Editor
and Managing Editor.
We've passed on the
torch and the wax is
spilling all over the
place.
Good luck CN Staff

1997-98.
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READY FOR
DRIVE·IN
MOVIE JEAJONt
See The Nutty Professor~~ on the Big Screen!!!
Saturday, Aprill2
Shown outside of Pacelli Hall (Rain Plan-Wolf &Pot)
The movie begins when the sun goes down!!!
11

Bring your popcorn and a blanket and enjoy the
show!!!
Sponsoredby the Office ofStudentActivities
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]CU juniors share 'taxing' experiences
Resa Whipkey
Staff Reporter
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Ham.as leader's extradition not requested
The Israeli government announced It was wuhdrawing Its
request to have Ham as leader Mousa Abu Marzook extradited
from New York Fnday, a decision lsraeh officials said was
prompted by fear of terrorist repnsals. US. immigration officials said they will now hold Marzook until an immigration
judge holds a hearing to determine if he should be 'excluded'
from the United States because he is a suspected terrortst.

Simpson seeks new ci vil trial
Seeking a new civil trial for OJ. Stmpson, lawyers on Friday
filed legal papers arguing that Superior Court judge Hiroshi
Fujisaki made sweeping errors that allowed hearsay and inadmissible evidence to taint a Jury that ultimately sought to
destroy the football legend. Simpson's attorneys also contend
that jury misconduct, including an allegation that a juror failed
to disclose nes to the district attorney's office, prevented Simpson
from gemng a fair trial The attorneys filed a 44-page legal
brief 10 strengthen a motion seeking a new tria l and asking
Fujisak1 t<' reduce the verdict, which included $25 million in
punnive damages.

Bomb threats force horse race cancellation
One of the world's oldest and most famous racing events, the
grand steeplechase, was canceled Saturday a half hour before
its scheduled start after bomb threats forced the evacuation of
rough Iy 60,000 people from the track and stands. Law enforcement officials believe that members of the Irish Republican
Army made the threats.

Nike sneaker logo seen as offensive
A Muslim group tn New York voiced their anger about a new
Nike logo last Saturday Members of the group are upset because rhe logo closely resembles the name for God in Arabic.
The Islamic Center of Long Island is calling for a boycott of
Nike products un less the company apologizes. recalls rhe shoes
and changes the design Nike issued a statement to the media
last week saying it will address the problem immediately.
IHJI ld B11.:j> woe wmpr /.:d by Kn,ten SchllCidler. lrH. News

& Busrncs. Ed rwr rmd)ac: Who/ley, A st. Int. News & Business
l:ditor with the aid of wm: sources.

Many undergraduates never
get theopportunity to gain handson experience m their major field
of study before graduation, but
that is not the case for some john
Carroll University JUniors
Through the accounting department and the co-op office,
many accounting majors spend
thespringsemesterof their jumor
year working wnh , and learning
from, profess10na lsat local andregiOnal accounting f1rms.
Ju mors are encouraged to attend meetings and career mghts
during the fall semester, in order
to become familiar with the firms
and corporauons offering internships during the spring semester
and over the summer.
The application process begins
with submission of a resume, and
if your resume 1s then chosen by
the firm, the interview phase begins. The first interview is held on
campus, with an office visit arranged by the Interviewer following that.
lmernships begin and end at
different times throughout thesemester, depending on the specific
type of work thatJs involved . For
example, a job in ta xation would
most likely begin close to the first
of the year and end close to Apr 15,
while an auditing internship, depending on whether it is with a
private or pubhc firm, could range
anywheref rom the first of the year
through mid-May.
1 he job experience and benefits gai ned through these internships varies for everyone, due to
the fact that every internsh ip dif·
capoosibilhjes duties,
an thus opportunities
"I've learned so mu h-everythingJs brand new and hands-o n,"
said Dana Kubil1s, a john Carroll
JUnior and intern at Price

•••••••••••••••••••••••••••• • ••• • ••••••••••••••••••••
••
•
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, Dil»i,T M£AM FOR iT TO
HAPP-E~ lil(£ THiS, TH£Y

TOLD ME P£oPl£ ~OOLD lU<£
M£ MO~£, BVT TH£Y li£0,
~ i HAV£ *>Ttlittb,•
Poor Jane. She didn't r ealize that all •
•• she had to do was join the Carroll News
•
staff to be accep ted. Instead, she
joined the cult of Guacamol e and walked
around with a vacados smear ed all over
he r . She was r idiculed and, after many
meetin~s with the Wellness Program, was
institutionalized for life. Don't let
this happen to you.
Remembe r , we're on your side.

Call 397-4398, for your sake.

able to see a lot of different aspects
Waterhouse LLP.
"You learn a lot domg th 1ngs on of the field .
Another benefit of these inyourown.lamsogladldJdJt! I'm
getting a good look at what! may ternships is the possibility of bebe doing in the future,"Kub ilissaid. ing offered a job after graduanon.
K ubi! is i merns m Executive Ser- Accordmg to Lawrence Kalbersof
vices, Within the tax department, theJCUaccountancydepartmem,
prepanng personal tax returns. many firms use internships as
One or two reviewers check over part o[ the1r recruiting process.
"Approximately 70 to 80 pcrher work when it is completed, but
initially Kubilis is solely respon- cem of our interns get hired after
graduation at the firm they inSible for their preparation
Christy Wilder, also ajCU jun- terned at," Kalbers said.
Kalbers added that the proior and intern at Associated Estates, pointed out that "through an gram has grown to include 16 to
internship, you can really see how 20 organizations offering posischool integrates Jnto the working tions, but the primary particiworld. You get to work in a profes- pants are major public accountsional atmosphere and learn valu- ing firms, including the group
able comm umcat ion skills through known as the "Big Six": Arthur
Andersen LLP (Limited Liability
interaction with co-workers."
Wilder interned with a
private
accounting firm ,
~~Approximately 70
80
and worked primarily on a udi t percent of our interns get
packages fo r
various proper- hired after graduation at the
ties; completing
schedules, work firm they interned
papers,
etc.,
which are then
Lawrence Kalbers
passed on to the
auditors them selves. Her internship started just after fall se- Partnership), Coopers&: Lybrand
mester finals, and finishmg up LLP, Ernst &: Young LLP, Price
year-end business made for thir- Waterhouse LLP, KPMG Peat
teen hour days fo r the first few Marwick LLP and Deloitte& Touweeks. Wilder added that now that che L LI~
her internship is over, she wi ll be
One possible disadvant age tO
filling her time with a tax class this experience is the fact that an
entire semester of class is usually
offered by JCU in April.
"1 learned that !like auditing, mtssed , and must be made up in
but ldon'tthink l'll do it forthe rest ordertograduateon time. Kubilis,
of my life," said Greg Muresan. a Wilder and Muresan plan tocatoh
up through summe r courses ar
]CU junror a nd intern ar I TV Stce
Corporation. "I'd like to end up in Carroll,andall three expect to take
a higher position, and hopefully on a full course load to replace the
goto lawschoolevemua ll y. Often semester of classes they missed
the corporation you work for will this spring.
fund grad uate school." Muresan
"It's almost always possible for
went on to say th at, "this experi- students to catch up on missed
ence isn't necessa rily harder or classes during the semester," said
easier than going to school- it 's just Kalbers.
a lot more hands-on"
He added, "We [accounting deMuresan interned with the In- partment[work very hard with the
ternal Audit Department at LTV, financial aid office to transfer
andover the course of the semester scholarship money, etc., from the
worked on vanous audits, created spring semester to the summer.
spreadsheets, and conducted basic We make sure to ehmmate as
many barriers as possible for stuInterviews.
Muresan said that with four or dentsso that they can graduate on
five audits going on at once, h~ was time."

to

at.,

"• • • but you can't pick ~our
The Carroll News stands for everything
pure and good. For example, really
good hygiene.
You will never see members of the CN
staff picking, at least in public.
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Inside the hut: Tales of

]cu·s favorite pizza man
Nicole Jusseaume
Staff Reporter
He's the pizza guy at the Inn Between
You m1ght know h1m as a friend or someone who always has a sm1leon his face and
somethmg nice to say. But Garry Smith rs
much more. He is a 36 year-old father of
two He likes amusement parks,bikeriding
and partying. Maybe this fun-loving awtudei whysomanyof uscanrelatetoh1m.
"Garr y IS one of the few Marnott workers who actually talks to us and interacts
with the students," sophomore Karen
Kinney said. "He'S JUSt a friendly guy"
"He's an all-around good guy," co-worker
Richard Owens said "He has a good heart
and when he works, he works."
This hard worker grew up in Cleveland
w ith twosistersand one brother and graduated from john Marshalllligh School. lie
currently lives in Maple Heights. He has
been workinga t thejCU Pizza Hut for three
yea rs but plans to attend a cuhnary school
next fa ll.
"john Carroll is a good university and I
enjoy working here ," Smith said , "but I feel
like I still haven't accomplished what I really want to do in 36 years."
Smith hopes to attend cooking school in
Pittsb urgh to pursue hi s goal, which is to
become a chef. He wants to learn how to
cook exotic and gourmet food s. It will take
Smi th at least one to two years of cooki ng
school to earn his degree. He then hopes to
return to Clevelan d in orde rtoopen a neighborhood restaurant.
"It will include a little soul food -something to catch your eye," Smith rema rked.
He has bee n offered a partnership with a
Carroll student to go into the restaurant
business with him.

R

The restaurant will most
defmirely serve Smith's favorite food: chicken. But he
added. "I'm willing to try
anythingonce,and I like all
kmds of food.'
Until his dream of owning a restaurant becomes a
reality,Smith is enjoying the
adventures that workmg at
a umvers1tycan bring The
funniest th1ng that has ever
happened to Smith on campuswas the nme he got kid napped by a soromy He
was on break at the Inn-Between two years ago when
five gi rls blindfolded him
and dragged him to the
trunk of their car. Apparently they needed to capture a Marrion worker, a
football player and a base- Pepperoni please: Garry prepares for another hectic
ball player to bring to their day at the Pizza Hut. Hopefully, he can fulfi ll his
party. Smith sa id that he dream and begin to create more exotic dishes. Until
didn 't like being in the then, he continues to offer service with a smile to
trunk, so they took him out hungry JCU students.
and ret urned him to work
af te r 15 minutes.
shop off Richm ond Road.
Smith also said that he likes to travel and
So, what does Smith do with his free
time when he's not serving pizzas or be ing plans to take his kids with him to Atlanta
abducted by ca mp us groups? Prior to his and California over the summer
em ploy ment with Mar riott, Smith did carUntil his future plans come about,JCU
pent ry work. Now, however, he spends his will be Garry's workplace. mith enjoys
free time with his children, Cathy, 15, and working at Carroll and said that it keeps
Garry, 12. Although he has been divorced him occupied. "!like best communicating
forfour years, he said that he sees both of his with the st udents and worki ng around my
co-workers and manager."
children daily.
During the summer, Smith either works
Smith said, "1 try to treat everyon e as
for the Bakers, Tobacco and Confectionery equals here,and if I'm not at cookingschool
Union or at the ew York Frozen Bakery nex t year, I will be bac k."
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Yea r : Senior
Major: Communicat1ons
Zodiac Sign: Virgo
Hometown: Cleveland
Favorite movie: Scand by Me
Favorite desert?: Anyth1ng sweet.
I have a brg sweet tooth.
What do you wish you had
more time to do?: Sleep. I never
get enough of it.
Wh at is your o utl ook fo r the
Cleveland Indians this seaso n?:
They will be good, but not good
enough to be champs.
If you had one wish , what
would it bel: Love and happiness
throughout the world.
Describe a normal day for you
in one word: Short
t'lforlnalon comp.ttd by AriN Oif'r.anro:
f'horo by
Sl<> '"'

c....,

T

].Alexander's is a fast paced, high energy, and high volume restaurant.
We serve only the highest quality products and have the best service in
Cleveland. We are currently looking to add motivated servers to our staff
to help us with increasing sales. If you are looking for a place to work
where you can be proud of your product, proud of your service, and
where you input is valued and used, look no further. Our servers are well
trained and well compensated for their efforts. We offer tuition assistance, insurance (after 1 year), discounted stock purchase, meal discounts,
and servers average between $300-500 a week in tips. Experience is preferred but not required. If you have an intense desire to be the best, this
is the place. Come in or call for an interview.

friend's nose."

Please pick us. Call 397-4398
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58+5 Lat1derbrook Circle

Lyt1dhurst
#9--91Sl

directions: Follow Cedar Rd. to a half mile
east of Brainard Rd. Go left onto
Landerbrook circle. ].Alexander's is
immediately on your left.

A

Mayfield Rd
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~

.Uinderbrook
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]CU juniors share 'taxing' experiences
Resa Whipkey

able to see a lot of dtfferent aspects
Waterhouse LLP.
Staff Reporter
"You learn a lot doing thtngs on of the field.
Another benefit of these inMany undergraduates never your own. I am so glad I did it! I'm
gettheopportunitytogam hands- getting a good look at what I may ternships IS the possibility of beon experience in their major field be doing in the future,"Kubilissaid. ing offered a job after graduauon.
Kubilisinterns in Executive Ser- According to Lawrence Ka lbersof
of study before graduation, but
that IS not the case for some john vices, within the tax department, thejCU accountancydeparrment,
pre pan ng personal tax ret urns. many firms use mternships as
Carroll University JUmors
Hamas leader's exttadi tion not requested
Through the accoumi ng de- One or two reviewers check over pan o[ their recruiung process.
The Israeli government announced it was withdrawing its
"Approximately 70 to 80 perpartment and the co-op office, her work when it is completed, but
request to have Ham as leader Mousa Abu Marzook extradited
of our interns get hired after
cenr
is
solely
responKubilis
initially
many
accounting
majors
spend
from New York Friday, a decision Israeli officials said was
graduation at the firm they inthe spring semester of their junwr sible for their preparauon
prompted by fear of terrorist reprisals. U.S. tmmigrauon offiChristy Wilder, also aJCU jun- terned at," !<albers said.
year working with, and learmng
cials said they will now hold Marzook until an immtgrarion
!<albers added that the profrom, professionals at local andre- ior and intern at Associated Esjudge holds a hearing to determine if he should be 'excluded'
gram
has grown to include 16 to
tates,
pomred
gional
accounting
firms.
out
that
"through
an
from the United States because he is a suspected terronst.
junwrs are encouraged to at- 1nternsh 1p, you can rea II y see how 20 organizations offering posttend meetmgs and career mghts schoolmtegrates Into the working tions, but the primary particiSimpson seeks new civil trial
during
the fall semester, in order world. You get to work in a profes- pants are major public accountSeeking a new civil trial for OJ. Simpson, lawyers on Fnday
to
become
familiar with the firms sional atmosphere and learn valu- ing firms, including the group
filed legal papers arguing that Superior Court judge Htroshi
and corporations offering intern- able com m umca t ion ski lis through known as the "Big Six": Arthur
Fujisaki made sweeping errors that allowed hearsay and inadAndersen LLP (Limited Liability
ships during the spring semester interaction with co-workers."
nussible evidence to tamt a jury that ultimately sought to
Wilder
inand
over
the
summer.
destroy the football legend. Simpson's attorneys also contend
The application process begins terned with a
that jury misconduct, including an allegation that a JUror failed
acwnh submission of a resume, and private
rod isclose ties to thedistrict attorney's office, prevented Simpson
if
your
resume
is
then
chosen
by
counting
firm,
~~Approximately
from getrmg a fair trial The attorneys filed a 44-page legal
and
worked
prithe
firm,
the
interview
phase
bebnef to strengthen a motion seeking a new trial and asking
gms. Thefirstinterviewisheldon marily on audit
Fujisaki t<' reduce the verdtct, whtch included $25 million in
campus, wit h an office visit ar- packages for
punttive damages.
ranged by the interviewer follow- various propering
that.
ties; completing
Bomb threats Coree horse race cancellation
Internships begin and end at schedules, work
One of the world 's oldest and most famous racingevenrs, the
different times throughout these- papers,
etc.,
grand steeplechase, was canceled Saturday a half hour before
mester,dependingon
the
specific
which
are
then
irs scheduled start after bomb threats forced the evacuation of
Lawrence Kalbers
type of work that is involved. For passed on to the
roughly 60,000 peoplefrom the track and stands. Law en forceauditors
themexample,
a
job
in
taxation
would
ment officials believe that members of the Irish Republican
most likely begin close to the first selves. Her in Army made the threats.
of the year and end close to Apr. L5, ternship started just afte r fall se- Partnership), Coopers&: Lybrand
while an auditing mternsh ip, de- mester finals, and fini shtng up LLP, Ernst &: Yo ung LLP, Price
Nike sneaker logo seen as offensive
pending on whether it is with a year-end business made for thir- Waterhouse LLP, KPMG Peat
A Muslim group in New York voiced their ange r about a new
or public firm, could range teen hour days for the first few Marwick LLPand Deloitte&:Touprivate
Nike logo last Saturday. Members of the group are upset beanywheref
rom thefirstof the year weeks. Wilder added that now that c he LLP.
cause the logo closely resembles the name for God in Arabic.
her internship is over, she wi II be
One possible disadvantage to
through mid-May.
The Islamic Center of Long lsland is callmg for a boycou of
filling
her
time
with
a
tax
class
this
The
job
experience
and
benexperience is the fact that an
Nike products unless the company a pologizcs, recalls the shoes
offered
by
JCU
in
April.
entire
semester of class is usually
efits
gained
through
these
internand changes the design. Nike issued a statement to the media
"I learned that I like auditing, missed, and must be made up in
ships varies for everyone, due to
last week saying it wHl address the problem immediately.
the fact that every internship d if- bur !don't think I'll do it forrhe rest ordertograduateon time. Kubilis,
~·_,.~""""!!!._._'*~., ~~~·r.I&.J,rapmsibilities. duties,
o[ my life." said Greg Muresan, a Wilder and Muresan plan tocate,4
an thus opportunities
)CU junior and intern at LT Steel up throug summer courses at
~«" ld Bn<fi woe tompt lt•d by Kn.\ten Schncidler, illl. News
"I've learned so much-every- Corporation. "I'd like to end up in Carroll,a nd all three expect to take
& Bu .1i ness Ed !Lor cmd joe Who/ley, Asst. lnt. News & Business
thing IS brand new and hands-on," a higher position, and hopefully on a fu ll course load to replace the
l::ditor wlth theaidofwirc sources
said Dana Kubllis, a john Carroll gotolawschoolevemually Often semester of classes they m 1ssed
junior and intern at Price the corporation you work for will this spring
"It's almost always possible for
fund graduate school." Muresan
went on to say that, "this experi- students to catch up on missed
ence isn't necessanly harder or classes during the semester," said
easier than going to school-it's just Kalbers.
a lot more hands-on."
He added, "We !accounting deMuresan interned with the In - panment]work very hard wah the
ternal Audit Department at LTV, financial aid office to transfer
and over the course of the semester scholarship money, etc., from the
worked on vanous audits, created sprmg semester to the summer.
spreadsheets,and conducted basic We make sure to eliminate as
interviews.
many barriers as possible for stuMuresan said that with four or dentsso that they can graduate on
five audits going on at once, h~was time."
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70 to 80

percent of our interns get

hired after graduation at the
firm they interned at."
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Inside the hut Tales of
]cu·s favorite pizza man
Nicole Jusseaume
Staff Reporter
He's the pizza guy a1 the Inn Between.
You mtght know him as a friend or someone who always has a s1mle on h1s face and
something nice to say. But Garry Smith IS
much more. He is a 36-year-old father of
two He likes amusement parks, bikeridmg
and partying. Maybe this fun-loving anitude IS why so many of us can relate to h1m.
"Garry is one of the few Marriott workers who actually talks to us and interacts
with the students," sophomore Karen
Kinney said. "He's JUSt a f nendly guy"
"He'sa n all-around good guy," co-worker
Richard Owens said. "He has a good heart
and when he works, he works."
This hard worker grew up in Cleveland
with twosistersand one brother and graduated from john Marshall High School. lie
currently lives in Maple Heights. He has
been workingatthejCU P1zza Hutfor three
years but pia ns to attend a culinary school
ne:xt fall.
"john Carroll is a good university and I
enjoy working here," Smi th said , "but I feel
like I still haven 't accomplished what Ireally want to do m 36 years."
Smit h hopes to attend cook in g school in
Pittsburgh to pursue his goal, which is to
become a chef. He wants to learn how to
cook exotic and gourmet foods. It will take
Smith at least one to two years of cooki ng
school to earn his degree. He then hopes to
return to Cleveland in order toopena neighborhood rest a uram.
"It will include a little soul food-something to catch your eye," Smith remarked.
He has been offered a partnership with a
Carroll student to go into the restaurant
business with him.

The restaurant wi II most
defm1tely serve Smnh's favorite food · chicken. But he
added, "I'm willing to try
anythingonce,and I like all
kmds of food.'
Until his dream of owning a restaurant becomes a
reality,Smith isenjoyingthe
adventures that workmg at
a university can bnng. The
funniest thing that has ever
happened toSmirhoncam puswas the time he got kidnapped by a sororny. He
was on break at the Inn-Between two years ago when
five girls blindfolded him
and dragged him to the
trunk of their car. Apparently they needed to capture a Marriott worker, a
football player and a base- Pepperoni please: Garry prepares for another hectic
ball player to bring to their day at the Pizza Hut. Hopefully, he can fulfill his
party. Smith said that he dream and begin to create more exotic dishes. Until
didn't like being in th e then, he continues to offer service with a smile to
trunk, so they took him out hungry JCU students.
and returned him to work
after 15 minutes.
shop off Richm ond Road.
So, what does Smith do with his free
Smith also said that he li kes to travel and
time when he's not serving pizzas or being plans to take his kids w ith him to Atlanta
abducted by campus groups? Prior to his and California over the sum mer.
employment with Marriott, Smi th did carUntil his future plans come about,JCU
pentry work. Now, however, he spends his wtll be Garry's workplace. mith enjoy
free time with his children , Cathy, 15, and working at Carroll and said that it keeps
Garry, 12. Although he has been divorced him occupied. "!like best communicating
for four years, he said that he sees both of his with the students a nd working around my
children daily.
co-workers and manager. "
Smith satd, "I try to treat everyone as
During the summer, Smith either works
for the Bakers, Tobacco and Confectionery equals here, and if I'm not at cookmgschool
Union or at the New York Frozen Baker y next year, I will be back."

Year: Se111or
Major: Communications
Zodiac Sign: Virgo
Hometown: Cleveland
Favorite movie: Stand by Me
Favorite desert?: Anything sweet
I have a b1g sweet tooth.
What do you wish you had
more time to do?: Sleep. I never
get enough of it.
What is your outlook for the
Cleveland Indians this season?:
They will be good, but not good
enough to be champs
If you had one wish , what
would it be?: Love and happiness
throughout the world.
Describe a normal day for you
In one word: Short
Jn!Orm.at<>n l~.ted b'r .Ailn.a Dlfr~t1("0:
Photo by Ch.-ie Sl.o<zM
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••• Poor Jane . She didn't realize that all
• she had to do was join the Carroll News
••

staff to be accepted. Instead, she
joined the cult of Guacamole and walked
••
around with avacados smeared all over
•
her. She was ridiculed and, after many
meetings with the Wellness Program, was
institutionalized for life. Don't let
this happen to you.
Remember, we're on your side.

•

•
•
•
•

••

Call 397-4398, for your sake.

•

•

••
••
••
•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

" ... but you can't pick your
friend's nose."
The Carroll News stands for everything
pure and good. For example, really
good hygiene.
You will never see members of the CN
staff picking, at least in public .
Please pick us. Call 397-4398
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].Alexander's is a fast paced, high energy, and high volume restaurant.
We serve only the highest quality products and have the best service in
Cleveland. We are currently looking to add motivated servers to our staff
to help us with increasing sales. If you are looking for a place to work
where you can be proud of your product, proud of your service, and
where you input is valued and used, look no further. Our servers are well
trained and well compensated for their efforts. We offer tuition assistance, insurance (after 1 year), discounted stock purchase, meal discounts,
and servers average between $3Q0-500 a week in tips. Experience is preferred but not required. If you have an intense desire to be the best, this
is the place. Come in or call for an interview.
1-90

SUS Lat1derbrook Circle
Lyt1dhurst

449-91Sl

directions: Follow Cedar Rd. to a half mile
east of Brainard Rd Go left onto
Landerbrook circle. ].Alexander's is
immediately on your left.

A

Mayfield Rd
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-Larvlerlxuok
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THE WORD ON NEW RELEASES IN THE WORLD OF MUSIC

Must see
me TV?

Starting this
weekend ,
john Ca rroll
University presents Beth Henley·
Pulrtzer Prize wrnning play
Crimes of the Heart Crones is a
biuer-swcet comedy about the
travarls of three ststers and 1s
directed by inStructor Dr. Martin
Fnedmanand performed by a cast
of john Carroll students. The pia y
wtll be staged infJCU's Kulas
Auditonum thts weekend, April
llandl2and conrinuing Aprill 7
20. All performancesareatBpm
except for Apnl20, which rs at 2
p.m. Ttcket price IS $5. For
reservauons call 397·4428 or for
IT'ore information call397-1779.

Theater

7

The Spinning Edge

inside TV

Stars divine, plot fails to shine

Coming Attractions

ENTERTAINMENT

_Ihe Carroll News, April10, 1997

Kate Jones
Staff Reporter

WBNX TV55 will broadcast 15 Akron Aeros
baseball games for thetr first season in Akron.
Formerly the Canton-Akron Ind ians, the
Eastern League AA team affiliated with the Cleveland lnd rans, the
Aeros wrll play their ina ugural season in Canal Park, in downtown
Akron. WBNX will broadcast the season home opener against the
Harrisburg Senators today at 7:05p.m. Viewers can interact with
the announcers, hve, via the Internet @www.wbnx.com

Baseball

The Saint: Simon Templar (Val Kilmer) and Emma Russell (Elisabeth Shue) heat it up on the silver
screen 111 between battling Russ1an thugs and searching for the key to cold fusion.

Alison Anthony

leer and abuse children. This early
experience in the beginning of the
Paramount has brought out a movie haunts him throughout the
big-budge t action film for the fi lm and leads him rouse the names
spring with high hopes fora fran- of Catholi csaintsasall of hisal iases.
chise in the vein of, say, Barman . While this background just seems
But attention all screenwritersanother stereotypical ca rica ture of
show me the story! The movie is the church, Kilmer is highly enterThe Saint, starring an agile Val taining in his varied disguises, sucKilmer,aformerBatman himself , cessfully pulling off what could
and the talented Elisabeth Shue. have been a hokey stunt.
r-------------., Kilmer as Templar gets involved
FLI(;H: pJc;H:: The Saint
with Emma Russell (Shue), a scientist who is perfecting cold fus ion, a
~ formulathatheishiredtostealfrom
RATIMC: 7outof10
1...-----------__.J her. While it is nice to see a lead
woman who is both smart and ac&ld.aa.al! old.Btitlsh Wev'l- complished. don't even bother trY:
sion series starring Roger Moore ing to dcci pher the muddled cold
ofj ames Bond fame, Kilmer plays fusion plot, complete with stereoSimon Templar, a master thief typica l mean Russian bad guys
who can change identities and (who happen to have great taste in
disguises in the blink of an eye. music and cars), chase scenes and
He has a stock of high-tech gad- explosions. The Saint follows in the
getry that helps him steal mil- tradition of recent Hollywood aclions from the rich of the world. tion films that have had great actors
His career goals developed in but plots that are like confused hian insanely over-the-top Catho- eroglyphics (i.e, The Rock, Mission :
lic orphanage wherecruel priests lmpossi blc)
Staff Reporter

Ill

Beginning this
weekend, the
Tri-c JazzFest
will celebrate its 18th season
with a bash running through
April 26 with more than lOO
even ts throughout the Greater
Cleveland area. It will feature
local, nauonal and international
jazz stars with performances at
Pla yhouse Square Center,
Severance Hall, Tri-C Metro
Campus, Karamu House and
other loca tions. Celebrating
'Women in Jazz,' the jazzFest
concert artists include Glad s
n
, anan
art an n
Etta )arne:. among others. In addition to the concert series, the
JazzFest will also featureeducational activities,outreach programs
and free community concerts dunng the two-week festival and
continuing throughout the year. Tickets are on sale now. Call9874400 for complete schedule and series information.
The Cleveland Museum of Art is featuring the exhibit
FabergeinAmerica now through May JL Faberge made
•
use of extant objects-chiefly French and of the 18th
century-in the reallzation of many of his most famous productions.
An example of this ts the imperial eggs made to be given by the
czar Alexander Ill and Nicholas 11 to the czarinas each year at
Faster. More than 400 exam pies of Fa berge's work are included in
this exhibit. For more information, call42l-7340.
In the new mov te Grasse Point Blank ,John Cusack stars
as Martin,acharmingand proficient hired gun who has
•
established a lucrative bu iness specializing in
assassmations. Although extremely success[ ul, he comes to the
realrzauon that his ltfe still lacks meaning. In an attempt to find
'fulfillment and truth' he returns home to Grosse Pointe, Michigan,
for h rs ten-year highschool reunron There he plans to reunite with
Debi (Mmme Driver), the girl he le[ t behind, as well as doing 'one
last hit' Mamn's past and present collide when his arch rival,
Groce r (Dan Aykroyd),shows up with plans to erase his future in
thi potnt blank comedy. Grosse open nationwideAprilll. Check
locallrsungs for theaters and t11nes.

() Gram~rty

cum

Grosse: Martin(John Cusack) looks for meaning in his life when
he t ires of being an assassin in his new movie Grosse Pointe
Blank, opening tomorrow at theaters everywhere.

Coming Attractions were compiled by Colleen Leslie, As istant
ErttercainmentEditorbecause Sam wastoolazytodothem himself
1
' - - - - - - - - - - - ----- --

The movie really shines whenever Kilmer and Shue are onscreen together. Their mutual attraction isobvious(thingsreportedl y heated up off-screen as well)
and presents a unique new take
on the heroic couple relationship
m the action fl ick.
In fact, Sh ue's character was so
well-liked by preview audiences
that they literally saved her life.
In the original film, her character
was killed off. It was a good move
to change the ending because after the childhood sequence, it litera lly would have been 'overkill.'
This film is highly stylized,
wjth slick production. lts excellent score isdom ina ted by the new
British techno invasion. As
Templar,K ilmerinvitescomparisons to the Batmans and 007's of
the world. With a little more emphasis on setting up the story of
why the Saint is the way he is,
which would allow us tof ully understand theactionssurrounding
him, he would have deserved a
franchise .

Odd Men
In
Kara Barauskas
Staff Reporter

It's the odd couple, but with
a twist. No longer is the odd
couple Felix and Oscar-it's
now Florence and Olive. Since
January senior Matl Ericsson
and sophomore Ted Rosati have
been rehearsing for the female
version of Neil Simon's The Odd
Couple at local all-female Notre
Dame College
According to Ericsson, he
and Rosati became involved
through a mutual friend attend tng Notre Dame. The
school was holding open auditions to the public for the play
and the friend approached
Ericsson and Rosat i to try out
for the male pans. "The audition was easy, actually," said
Ericsson. "All we had todowas
read a script."
ln the show Ericsson plays
jesus and Rosati is Manalo, two
Spanish broth ers who go on a
date with the female odd
couple. The women are trying

JClls Odd Couple: Sophomore Ted Rosati (I) and senior Matt
Ericsson (r) appear in Notre Dame College version of Simon play.
to regroup after life has thrown

them some curve balls. Both jesus
and Manolo have to console the
divorcee and soon-to-be divorcee
The comedic Odd Couple takes
place in New York dunng the
1980s. According to Ericsson, "the
atmosphere would be a familiarto
audiences because it's an '80s setting."
Joining Ericsson and Rosati is
Junior Gina La Verde. a full-time

student at otre Dame. La Verde
has taken a few classes at Carroll.
The Odd Couple runs Aprilll
and 12 at Notre Dame College.
The show startS at 8 p.m. and
tickers can be bought at the door
at $3 for students and $5 adults.
TheOddCouplepromisestoproide laughter for all. On opening night last Friday, it was evident from the crowd's laughter
that the show was well received.
\

Dolan Hall and 'Beverly Hills
902 10.' In my mtnd , these thrngs
wi II never be separate. Not because 1 especially enjoyed either
one of them , mind you. It is be·
cause every Wednesday fromS to
9 p.m., the halls echoed with that
cheese·rock guitar theme song
and young women yelling things
like "Donna just told Kelly off for
not auendi ng the rh inoplastysupport group!" Th 1s show about
beautif ul ,young white people had
ca ptivated an entire building of
girls from diverse backgrounds.
So it would seem that people
are able to look past cultural and
ethnic differences, right? Then,
why are more and more specialty
channels and programs popping
up? It seems that the television
industry has noticed the absence
of minority programming and
taken it to hea rt . Now more viewers can find shows with their ethnic group, age, sex and interests
sta mped right on the label
The Report on Black Television
Viewing from the BBOOadvertising agency says that ,statistical] y,
black Americansarewatchingthe
target shows. 'Li vingSi ngle," with
its all -black cast, is rated number
one among black viewers but
lOSth among whites. Bur most of
the students at John Carroll University do not seem to subscnbe
to h "QQ.L V t at loo likern "
mentality.
Sophomore Jamie Shrum has
no problem watching shows
aimed at different demographic
groups. "I've watched 'Martin,'
'Moesha' and 'S ister, Sister," she
Living Single: John
Henton co-stars
on the TV comedy
series with an all black cast that
appeals to its
targeted
demographic
group according
to the Nielsen
ratings. But are
viewers of other
races unlikely to
tune in to a show
simply because
the featured race
is"notme'? Most
students at John
Carroll, we found,
are willing to
watch programs
not specifically
directed toward
rthemselves

Live
Secret Samadhi
(Radioactl ve)

&&&
Secret Samadhi, the third release from Edward Kowalczyk
and live, is a good buy for anyone
who isn't too familiar with live's
music and wants to get a taste of
what they sound like. However, it
jun
Black-and-v.ttite TV: Despite the invent of color TV decades ago, is is bound to disappoint any past
what we watch still a matter of black and white? ''ER" (above) with fa ns of the band.
Not thatthe CDislousy.lt'sjust
its multiethnic cast joins 'Monday Night Football" as two ofthe only
that by now Live have had a
shows to rank in the top 20 for households of all races.
sa id. "They're funny." She said that, spoke with said she was sick of the cha nee to prove themselves. Based
as a child, "Different Strokes," a "black versus white" episode. She on their past success they easily
show with mixed races, was her feels that these issues are not new could have come up with somefavorite program. Shows like "Dif- and that by now people should just thing better than Secret Samadh i.
Bur they chose to go back to the
ferent Strokes" and "The Cosby realize we are all equal.
There are popular shows with beginningand, unlike with other
Show" which topped the overall
bands, it didn't help them.
ratings for five years in the '80s are diverse casts-take "ER" for inSecret Samad hi has one glarexamples that the race of the cast stance. This show was ranked
ing
problem that is too hard to
does not necessa rily aliena te au- number one amongst whites and
overlook. Minus about four of the
20 for blacks. The popular intediences of different races.
songs,therest sound. exactly alike.
However, many students inter- grated shows are of ten dramas that
Once
you've heard the first and
viewed on the JCU campus ex- are easier towatc h than the groupbest track of these remaining
pressed problems with programs specific corned ies, saysJunior Scott
songs, "Rattlesnake," you've heard
that, rather than having a fully CavelL The comedies, he says, are
integrated cast, feebly address the simple, highly p redi ctable and
melod ra rna tic.
race issue.
l um r~oftcn ccin one' ow
£l.. >~JULLIOLLI:I • l On a)J!
atd,
"I hate it when a show has all one self or situation renected by somerace , then throws in a token per- one else in a different light. So it
son of another race. lt's so obvious follows that people would enjoy
they are crying to placate people shows aimed at their own demowho want to see diversity. Why graphic group. But most obviously
bother?" Another black female 1 and importantly, we are all humans experiencing the ups and
downs of unpredictable lives.
My favorite show, the one 1can
really relate to, is about yellow
creatures with three fingers who
never change clothes-yeah, "The
Collective Soul
Simpsons." It doesn't cater to any
Disciplined Breakdown
certain viewership. They made it
(Atlantic)
cool to be dysfunctional and became the archetype of modern realisticfamilies. !think this is partly
Collective Soul have released
because they can't be labeled as a
certain type of program . This is a an album that many of the people
who dislike them might actually
good thing
Most people are uncomfortable like. Disciplined Breahdown inwith media stereotypes. Despite cludes 12 very listenable songs.
what shows like"90210"represent, Where mostgroupsgive you three
most college students don't zip or four decent songs, Coltecti ve
around in '97 Mustangs. Yes, it's Soul keep you listeningrhewhole
shocking but true, kids. TV is not way through.
The first song on the album is
reality. So, if we can relax , get past
the labels and find the meaning, also the first single release, 'Prethe hours we spend glued to the cious Declaration." This track has
tube may acrua ll y be worth some- a very strong rock sound with a
bit of hip-hop drumming in the
thing. Good luck

all of them They stan out very
slow, with vocalist Kowalczyk
singmg lightly. Then they jump
suddenlyintothe hard pan of the
song, where Kowalczyk sings
much louder than before.
Uke most releases, a few songs
help save the CD from becomwg
a total bore. The current single,
"l.akini'sJUtce", is a great step away
from the rest of the dtsc. Then tf
you skip ahead five tracks, H get
better again. "Turn My H.ead" is a
melodic rei a x1 ngsong that shows
off Kowalczyk's ra nge and ts beautiful to listen to. The next song,
"Heropsychodreamcr" as a rocker
about a man afratd to talk about
his true fee!tngs. These three songs
alone can make the disc wonh
!tsteningto.Unfortunately, they're
the only standout songs.
Another problem with Secret
Sa mad hi is the lyrics. I think we're
supposed to take Edward and the
band seriously, bur it's hard when
he's singrng about freaks on
Geraldo and his brother ktcking
his feet while he sleeps. I don't
know 1f there ts supposed to be a
deeper m aning behind the lyrics, but I couldn't ftnd it.
If you area new listener of Live,
ecret Samadfu will give you an
idea of what the band sounds like.
But those looking for something
new or more original and meanmgful won't be happy. Listen to a
few of the songs a lor,and ltsren to
the rest of them once or t wicc,
because thar's all you'll need.

-Brian Sparhs

b<.H.ck•rouno
c tl~,.~-·~--~~~
come
tfglrr oa li'id

the song is about, but the words
are very positive: 'Can't break
down now,l've been ltvmgfonhis/
Won't break now, I'm cleansed
with hopefulness.' 'Prec ious Declaration' sets the tone for the rest
of the album.'
Other songs that stand out include 'Blame,' 'Listen,' and
'Maybe.' Thewholealbumseems
both positive and hopeful. What
doesn't have a strong rock sound
still keeps your attenuon with
something other than driving,
loud guitar. Collective Soul have
definitely taken a step up from
their previous two albums.
The best feature of this album
is that every song keeps your attention. The voice of lead singer
Ed Roland is just the icing on the
cake. Everything about thetr
sound on this album is amazing.
Whether you love or hate Collective Soul, this album is definitely worth buying. While they
missed the mark with songs such
as 'Gel" and 'Shine," Dis(ipl111ed
Brcakdowr1 is right on the money.

-Aaron Baher

LAJT PROJECT HOPE BUDDY MEETING
SUNDAY APRIL 13
9PM JARDINE ROOM

WE REALLY NEED BUDDIES TO HELP WITH
PROJECT HOPE JO PLEASE BRING A FRIEND.
SIGN UP SUNDAY OR ON THE STUDENT
UNION DOOR.
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The Spinning Ecl~e

inside TV

Stars divine, plot fails to shine

THE WORD ON NEW RELEASES IN THE WORLD OF MUSIC

Must see
me TV?

Startmg thts
weekend,
john Carro 11
Umversurpresents Beth Hen leys
PulHzer Prize wmmng pia)',
Crimes of the Heart Cnmes is a
bitter-sweet comedy about the
travails of three ststers and ts
directed by instructor Dr. Martin
Fnedmanand performed by a cast
of john Carroll students The play
will be staged inCJCU's Kulas
Auditonum th1s weekend, Apnl
ll and 12 and conunuingAprill?
20. All performances are at 8 p m
except for Apnl20, which ts at 2
p.m . Ttcke t price IS $5 For
reservauons cal1397-4428 or for
more informauon ca l1 397-1779.

Theater

Kate Jones
Staff Reporter

WBNX TV 55 will broadcast 15 Akron Aeros
baseball games for their first season in Akron.
Formerly the Canton-Akron Indians, the
Eastern League AA team affiliated with the Cleveland Indians, the
Aeros will play theinnaugural season in Canal Park, in downtown
Akron. WBNX will broadcast the season home opener against the
Harrisburg Senators today at 7:05p.m. Viewers can interact wi th
the announcers, live, via the Internet @www.wbnx.com.

Baseball

Ill

Beginning this
weekend, the
Tri-c JazzFest
will celebrate its 18th season
with a bash running through
April 26 with more than 100
events throughout the Greater
Cleveland area. It will feature
local, national and international
jazz stars with performances at
Playhouse Sq uare Center,
Seve ran ce Hall, Tri-C Me tro
Ca mpus, Karamu House and
other locations. Celebrating
'Women in j azz,' the jazzFest
concert artists include Glad s
g , ar n c ar an a
Ena james among others. In addiuon to the concert senes, the
jazzFest will also feature educational ac tivities,outreach programs
and free commun ity concerts during the two-week festival and
com inumg throughout the yea r. Tickets are on sa le now. Call9874400 ror complete schedule and series information.
The Cleveland Museum of Art is featuring the exhibit
Fabcrge in America now through May ll. Faberge made
•
use of extant objects-chiefly French and of the 18th
cent ury-m the realization of many of his most famous productions.
An example of this is the imperial eggs made to be given by the
czars Alexander Ill and Nicholas II to the czarinas each year at
Easter. Moret han 400 examples of Faberge's work are included in
this exhibit. For more information, call42l-7340.
In the new mov te Grosse Point Blank,john Cusack stars
a Martin,acharmingand proficient hired gun who has
•
es tablished a lucrative business specializing in
assassination _ Although extremely successful, he comes to the
realization that hts life still lacks meaning. In an attempt to find
'f ulfillmem and truth' he returns home to Grosse Pointe, Michigan,
ror hISten-year high school reunion. There he plans to reunitewith
Debt (Mtmlle Driver), the girl he left behind, as well as doing 'one
last hit." Marrin's past and present collide when his arch rival,
Grocer (Dan Aykroyd), shows up wtth plans to erase his future in
tht point blank comedy GrosseopensnationwideAprilll. Check
local hsung> ror theaters and tunes

ClG~.rlll(rty

Pk.uun

Grosse: Martin (John Cusack) looks for meaning in his life 'Nhen
he tires of being an assassin in his new movie Grosse Pointe

Blank, opening tomorrow at theaters everywhere.

Com rng Attractions were compiled by Colleen Leslie, Assistant
Erttertainment Edrto r because Sam was too la zy to do I hem himself

The Saint: Simon Templar (Val Kilmer) and Emma Russell (Elisabeth Shue) heat it up on the silver
screen in between batt Iing Russian thugs and searching for the key to cold fusion.
Alison Anthony
lee r and abuse children. This early
Staff Reporter
experience tn the beginning of the
Paramount has brought out a movie haunts him throughout the
big- budget action film for the film and leads him to use the names
spr ing with high hopes fora fran- of Cat holicsa intsas all of his aliases.
chise in the vein of, say, Batman. While this background just see ms
But attention all screenwriters- another stereotypical caricature of
show me the storyl The movie is the church, Kilmer is highly enterThe Saint, starring an agile Val taining in his varied disguises, sucKilmer, a former Batman himself, cessfully pulling off what could
and the talented Elisabeth Shue_ have been a hokey stunt.
. - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - . Kilmer as Templar gets involved
niC.k PIC.k: The Saint
with Emma Russell (Shue), a scientist who is perfecting cold fusion , a
R-ATIHG: 7outof10
formulathatheis lmed tostea lfrom
.___ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ ____J her. While it is nice co see a lead
woman who is both smarr and acJle&ed M ID PlliBtitilluckvi- complished, don't even bother trysion series starring Roger Moore ing to decipher the muddled cold
ofj ames Bond fame, Kilmer plays fusion plot, complete with stereoSimon Templar, a master thief typica l mean Russi an bad guys
who can change identities and (who happen to have great taste in
disguises in the blink of an eye. music and cars), chase scenes and
He has a stock of high-tech gad- explosions_ The Saint follows in the
getry that helps him steal mil- tradition of recent Hollywood aclions from the rich of the world. tion films that have had great actors
His career goals developed in but plots that are like confused hian insanely over-the-top Catho- eroglyphics (i.e, The Roch, Mission :
licorphanage where cruel priests Impossi ble).

fil

The movie real! yshines whenever Kilmer and Shue are onscreen together. Their mutual attraction is obvious(thi ngs reportedly heated up off -screen as well)
and presents a un ique new take
on the heroic couple relationship
in the action flick
In fact,Shue'scharacter was so
well-liked by preview audiences
that they literally saved her life.
In the original film , her character
was killed off. It was a good move
to change the ending beca use after th e childhood sequence, it literally would have been "overkill"
This film is highly stylized,
with slick production. Its ~cel
lemscore isdominaLed by Lhe new

British techno invas ion . As
Templar,Kilmerinvitescomparisons to the Bat mans and OO?'s of
the world. With a little more emphasis on setting up the story of
why the Saint is the way he is,
which wouldallowustofullyunderstand the actions surrounding
him, he would have deserved a
franchise.

Odd Men
In
Kara Barauskas
Staff Reporter

lt's the odd couple, but with
a tw ist. No longer is the odd
couple Felix and Oscar-it's
now Florence and Olive. Since
january semor Ma tt Ericsson
and sophomore Ted Rosati have
been rehearsing for the fema le
version of Neil Stmon's The Odd
Couple at localall-female Notre
Dame Coll ege.
According to Ericsson, he
and Rosati became involved
through a mutual fnend attendmg Notre Dame. The
school was holding open auditions to the public for the play
and the fr iend approached
Ericsson and Rosati to try out
for the male parts. "The audition was ea sy, actually," said
Ericsson. ·All we had 10 do was
read a script."
In the show Ericsson plays
jesus and Rosat i is Manalo, two
Spanish brothers who go on a
date with the fema le odd
couple. The women are trying

.JCL!s Odd Couple: Sophomore Ted Rosati (I) and senior Matt
Ericsson (r) appear in Notre Dame College version of Simon play.
to regroup after life has thrown student at Notre Dame. La Verde
them some curve balls. Both jesus has taken a fewclassesatCarroll .
The Odd Couple runs April I!
and Manolo have tO console the
divorcee and soon-ro-be divorcee. and 12 at Notre Dame College.
The corned ic Odd Couple takes The show starts at 8 p.m. and
place in New York during the tickets can be bought at rhedoor
1980s. According to Ericsson,"the at $3 for students and $5 adults.
atmosphere would be a famrliarto TheOddCouplepromisestoproaudiences because it's an '80s set- vide laughter for all. On ope ning night last Friday, it was eviting."
joming Ericsson and Rosati is dent from the crowd's laughter
junior Gina LaVerde, a full-time that\ the show was well received.

Dolan Hall and ' Beverly Hills
90210.' ln my mind, these things
will never be sepa rate. Not because I especially enjoyed either
one of them , mind you. It IS beca use every Wednesday from 8 to
9 p.m. , the halls echoed wuh that
cheese-rock guitar theme so ng
and young women yelling thm gs
like "Donna just told Kelly off for
not auendi ng the rhinoplasty support groupl" Thi s show about
beautiful ,young white people had
captivated an ent ire build ing of
girls from dive rse backgrounds.
So it would seem that people
are able to look past cultural and
ethnic dtfferences, right/ Then,
why are more and more specialty
channels and programs popping
up? It seems tha t the television
industry has noticed the absence
of minor ity progra mming and
taken it to heart . Now more viewers can find shows with their ethnic group, age, sex and interests
stamped right on the label.
The Report on Black Television
Viewing from the BBDOadvenising agency says that, stat istica l1 y,
black Americansarewatch ingthe
target shows. 'LivingSingle," with
its all -black cast, is rated number
o ne among black viewers but
IOSth among whites. But most of
the students at john Carroll University do not seem to subscribe
to h "o g TV tbaLlooks 'ke
mentality.
Sophomore Jamie Shrum has
no prob lem watching shows
aimed at different demographic
groups. "I've watched 'Ma rtin,'
'Moesha ' and 'S ister, Sister," she
Living Single: John
Henton co-stars
on the TV comedy
series with an allblack cast that
appeals to its
targeted
demographic
group according
to the Nielsen
ratings. But are
viewers of other
races unlikely to
tune in to a show
simply because
the featured race
is "not me'? Most
students at John
Carroll, we found,
are willing to
watch programs
not specifically.
directed toward
,themselves

7
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Black-and-wtlite TV: Despite the invent of color TV decades ago, is
'Nhat we watch still a matter of black and 'Nhite? "ER"(above) with
its multi ethnic cast joins 'Monday Night Football" as two of the only
shows to rank in the top 20 for households of all races.
said. "T hey'ref unny." She said that, spoke with said she wassickof the
as a child, "Different Strokes," a "black versus white" episode. She
show with mixed races, was her feels that these issues are not new
favorite program. Shows like "Dif- and that by now people should JUSt
ferent Strokes" and "The Cosby realize we are all equal.
Show" which topped the overall
There are popular shows with
ratings for five years in the '80s are diverse casts-take "ER" for inexamples that the race of the cast stan ce. This show was ran ked
does not necessarily alienate au- number one amongst whites and
diences of di fferent races
20 for blacks. The popular inteHowever, many students inter- grated shows are of ten dramas that
viewed on the JCU campus ex- areeasienowatch than the grouppressed problems with programs specific corned ies,says junior Scott
that, rather than having a fully Cave ll. The comedies, he says, are
integrated cast, feebly address the simple, highly predictable and
melodramatic.
race 1ssue .
llur ri ofte
em one' own
w · t [ r alem ' Jl u-said,
"I hate it when a show has all one self or situation renected by somerace, then throws in a token per- one else in a different light. So it
son of another race. lt's so obvious follows that people would enjoy
they are trying to placate people shows aimed at their own demowho wa nt to see diversity. Why graphic group. But most obvious! y
bother?" Anot her black female I and importantly, we are all humans expenencing the ups and
downs of unpredictable lives.
My favorite show, the one l can
really relate to, is about yellow
creatures with three fingers who
never change clothes- yeah, "The
Simpsons." It doesn't cater co any
certain viewership. They made it
cool to be dysfunctional and became the archetype of modern realisticfamilies lthink this is partly
because they can't be labeled as a
certain type of program. This is a
good thing.
Most people are uncomfortable
with media stereotypes. Despite
what shows like "90210" represent,
most college studen ts don't zip
around in '97 Mustangs. Yes, it's
shocking but true, kids. TV is not
reality. So, if we ca n relax , get past
the labels and find the meaning,
the hours we spend glued to the
tube may actual Iy be worth something. Good luck.

all of them They start out very
slow, wnh voca li st Kowalczyk
swging lightly. Then they jump
sudden] y into the hard pan of the
song, where Kowalczyk sings
much louder than before.
Like most releases, a few songs
help save the CD from becoming
a total bore. The current smgle.
"Lakt ni'sjuice", is a great step away
from the rest of th e disc. Then if
you skip ahead five tracks, 1t gets
better agam. "Turn My Head" is a
Live
melodic
relaxmgsong that shows
Secret Samadhi
off Kowalczyk'srangeand IS beau(RadIOactiVe)
tiful to listen to. The next song,
"Heropsychodreamer" 1s a rocker
about a man afraid to talk about
Secret Samadhi, the third re- h1s true feelings.Thesethreesongs
lease from Edward Kowalczyk alone can make the d1sc worth
and Live, is a good buy for anyone 1istening to. Unfon unately,they're
who isn't too familiar with Live's the only standout songs.
music and wants to get a taste of
Another problem with Secret
what the)' sound like. However, it Samadl111sthe lyrics. I think we're
is bound to disappoint any past supposed to take Edward and the
fans of the band.
band senously,but it's hard when
NotthattheCDislou y.lt'sjust he's ingmg about freaks on
that by now Live have had a Geraldo and his brother k1ckmg
chance to prove themselves Based his feet while he sleeps. I don't
on their past success they easily know if there is supposed to be a
could have come up with some- deeper meanmg beh1nd the lyrthing better than Secret Samad h i. ics, but I couldn't fmd it.
If you area new listener of Live,
But they chose to go back to the
beginning and, unlike with other Secre t Sa mad hi will give you an
bands, it didn't help them.
idea of what the band sounds like.
Secret Sa madhi has one glar- But those look ing for something
ing problem that is too hard to new or more original and meanoverlook. Minus about four of the ingful won 't be happy. Listen to a
songs, I he rest sound exact! ya like few of the songs a lot, and listen to
Once you've heard the first and the rest of them once or twice,
best track of these remaining because that's all you'll need.
songs,"Ratt les nake," you've heard
- Brian Sparhs

lnLI<. •roun .

Collective Soul
Disciplined Breakdown
(Atlantic)

Collective Soul have released
an album that many of the people
who dislike them might actually
like. Disciplined Breakdown includes 12 very listenable so ngs
Where most groups give you three
or [our decent songs, Collective
Soul keep you listening the whole
way through.
The first song on the album is
also the first single release, ' Precious Declaration.' This track has
a very strong rock sound with a
bit of hip-hop drumming in the

l
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come rfghr out and a
the song IS about, but the words
are very po itive: 'Can't break
down now, I've been hvmgforthts/
Won't break now, I'm cleansed
with hopefulness.' 'Precious Declaration' sets the tone for the rest
of the album."
Other songs that stand out mclude 'Blame,' "Listen,' and
"Maybe.' The whole aIbum seems
both positive and hopeful. What
doesn't have a strong rock sound
sti ll keeps your attentton with
something other than driving,
loud guitar. Collective Soul have
definitely taken a step up from
their previous two albums.
The best feature of this album
is that every song keeps your attenti on. The voice of lead singer
Ed Roland is just the icing on the
cake. Everything about their
sound on thts album is amazing.
Whether you love or hate Collective Soul, this album is definitely worth buying While they
missed the mark with songs such
as 'Gel' and 'Shme,' Di ctplined
Breakdown is right on the money
-Aaron Baher

LAST PROJECT HOPE BUDDY MEETING
SUNDAY APRIL 13
9PM JARDINE ROOM

WE REALLY NEED BUDDIEI TO HELP WITH
PROJECT HOPE SO PLEAIE BRIN~ A FRIEND.
II~N UP lUNDAY OR ON THE ITUDENT
UNION DOOR.
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When the girls came marching m...
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Arrival ofcoeds toJCU in '68 WLWelcomed, trend continues
Kelly Carroll
Sara Kalman

1997:

Special to the Carroll News

Silence wou ld greet their comments in class.
There ea rlier presence was hidden under the cloak of
darkness.
Each week, one of their own was selected "Babe of the
Week."
On Feb. 16. 1968, the arrival of woman students was
heralded by the Carroll News with the following "Female
gardeners wi ll be hired alt hough they will necessarily be
slender and fashtonable so that they wtll be distinguishable from the coeds."
"Women were not well recetved ... When male students
came here, they came thinking it was all ma le," said
Kath Ieen DiFranco, registra r at john Carroll,andj CU graduate DiFranco anendedjohn Carroll when women, unless
they had special perm tssion from the Dean of Arts and
Sciences, had 10 take all of their classes after 2 p.m .
The ediror of the CN in 1969 wrote, "john Carroll Men
are unhappy with the fact that there are coeds on this
campus regardless of what pretext it might be under. The

$12

[act s ti II re main s
t hat t hey are here
a nd will probably
The flyer (left),
grow in numbers
was found in
during the ensuing
various men's
years."
bathrooms
Another ma le
around campus.
student in 1967, Semor Bill Koziol, sa id,
'
"Gi rls don't belong at Car roll. They never did
belong and they never will. I'm glad I'm get·
ting out before it gets any worse."
The numbe r of women on campus did
grow and in 1968when theRev.josephSchell.
Sj., was president, he announced the univerT~e rM" sf..ouiJ be Ht J,ead of He ho~seiH:.Id
sity would be co-educational In the fall of
1968, Murphy Hall accommodated 48
Mot stll!}d bt f-1,( /eoJtr~I avHori/y f>nvi(S
a~d d•(·
.
J
,
~
I ~~.Q~
women.
tnohr s '" ~ny ~>VI' souelj
Objections to female students were not
A."''" >l.•uiJ be ab/t h h·>V~ se~ ,.,14 ~.~ •tio wift ~v•n ;f 1 ~ 1
shown through personal attacks on women,
•S not •n Ht mooJ ol U,f p~rhc vlor rn am tnt.'
but there was a general resistance to change,
as one female alum put it.
"It was d ifflcult taking classes espeOo your morp/ J~h.Streod H1 wcrd
cially some classes in which I was the
only female student.," DiFra nco said.
If Hr tr~+~ i l n.+ ~-.<, rJ, ; + ..,n b1 r0( 9 .ttf~__:__ _ ___J
The pleas in theCNfor women not to be
ad mitted were" more in p rint t han in
likes hockey, football and wrestling. She plans to go into
actual treatment," she said.
teachtng after graduation .. M1ss D'Amico sa1d that the adSome people saw the situation differently. There
vantage of rhe Carroll coed ts LO gtve males 1he female pomt
was a lot going on then that today wou ld be called
of
view whtch is sorely needed tn the classroom"
sexual harassment, but it was going unnoticed, aid
In 1974, female students composed 40 percent of stu·
John Ropar,jCU graduate and Coordinator of Coun·
dents and by 1980 there were more female students than
seling and Health Services.
ma le, when the number reached 50 I percenrof the student
According to an interview last fall with the late
enrollment.
joseph Farrell, dean of students, admitting women
There have been more fema le than ma le students en·
students had an effect on alumni co ntnbuuons. "Cerrolled ever stnce.
tain alumn i would not donate money because there
j anice Andes, who attended] hn Carroll from 1967-69
were women on ca mpus," sa id Far rell who was also
said that there was a cooln
towards women on campus
Dean of Men in the late 60's.
"1 here were some professors l was cautious about tak
David LaGuardia, Assistant Academic Vice Pres1·

ou on ave o e a p osop y maJor to come to grips with the truth
about pizza. All you need to know is Papa John's delivers the perfect
pizza at the perfect price. And then you need to know a number to call
to make it happen. Better yet, just use the number below. Easy, huh?
Perfect Pizza. Perfect Price. Everyday
The Housing Office's plan to move women into the second
flo or or Be met Hall, was met with considerable controversy.
A crowd of 35 Bernet residents carried signs and chanted
slogans expressing their discontent with the possibility of
Be met becoming co- ed. The above sign compared Jack
Collins, director of housing with King George fll. Donna
By rnes, director of residen ce life, is the first woman to reside
in the hall, with expected f ema le s tudent occupation in 1999.

Servicing John Carroll.

14404 Cedar Rd.
University Hts.

Special to the Carro ll News
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1961-1965 said, "I never saw women on campus except at night...Some look back and call it the glori·
fied seminary days, of course, we never thought of it
that way," he satd.
In the 60's the Catholic Church was much more
conservative, wi th strict rules about women on the
altar. "The presence of women may have intimidated
some jesuits more than others, but that certainl y
wasn't the case," he said.
As a student , LaGuardia was on one of the first
committees that discussed the open dorm policy.
Some jesuits saw visitation as "putting student wistfully into the proximate occasion of sin," LaGuardia
said. After deliberation, a visitation policy Sunday
afternoon, two p.m. to fo ur p.m. with the door ajar
was adopted.
Although women were enrolled full ti me at j ohn
Carroll, their role on campus seemed questionable.
The CN chose the "Coed of the Week".
A femalestudentwasselected weekly, introduced
and pictured. the desc riptions read, "Miss D'Amico

john Andes, whoalsoanendedjohn Carroll from 1967·
69, sa id there often Wa!> a condesccndtng atti tud e towards
women on ca mpus
"There was an at ttt ud e back then where a lotof guys put
girls on pedestals forsome things ,and yet they were thought
of as incapable of other things," he said .
The battle of the sexes continued into the 90's. In 1994,
the members of the Alpha Kappa Psi business fraternity
lost their local and national charters, allegedly because of
"unfair ge nder exclusivi ty," accord ing to Phil Kangas, SU
preside nt at the time.
"Not allow ing women members to participate in the
lone business fraternity on campus creates an injustice not
only to the student but to the University." he said.
The fra ternityclaimed nogenderd iscrimination took place,
but instead that women chose not to pledge the fraterni ty.The
members of Alpha Kappa Psi joined together to form the
service-social fraternity, Delta Kappa Psi.

,.

For more on Delta Kappa Psi, please see the archive article below, and "Fraternity promotes sexism " on page 9.

Women question business fraternity's charter
Joseph M. Guay
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Thefollow i ng is an article repri ntedfrom
th e Decem ber9, 1993 edition ofT he Carroll
News
Conrroversy surrounded a bill to revise
th e chart er of Alpha Kappa Psi a the Stu·
dent Union mee ti ng Tuesday, when two female business students questioned the
fraternity's policy on the admittance of females.
"We do not discriminate," said Eric
Chipric h, presidem of Alpha Kappa Psi.
"A II are welcome to pledge."
The nationa l chapter of Alpha Kappa
Psi is a co-educational fraternit y; however,
th ere are no females in the john Car roll
chapter. According to Chiprich, no females
have eve r pledged thefraternity in the past,
A de bate ensued when senior Michelle
Thomas made a motion to add the words
"co-educa tion al" to the fraternity's charter.
Th oma s also suggested that the charter
sta te th e fratern ity is open to "both men
a nd women."
"Everyone is not aware that this is ana -

tiona! co-ed fraternity," said Thomas. "The
fratern ity needs to do a better job of mak ·
ing females aware tha t they are welcome to
pledge."
Thomas argued that fema le business majors were being asked in interview situa·
tions why they
weren't mem bersof
the fraternity.
She also argued
that signs and fliers
concern ing pledging activities make
no reference to the
i ncl us ion
of
women.
Se nior Andrea
Lober listed several fema lejohn Carroll students who held high-ranking positions in
extracurricular groups and activities involving business students. "None of these
students are members of the [raternity. It's
co-ed nationally. Why is it that john Carroll isoneof theonlyschools not admitting
females?"

Fraternity members reiterated that no
females have ever pledged the group. "We
have never discriminated," said Sophomore
Gordon Short.
"The na tional fraternity never put the
word co-ed in its purpose."

As a resul t, no changes were made in the
current charter.
Following the debate, several SU officers
mentioned that this was the first time they
heard that fraternity was a gender-neutral
word.
"I'm happy w ith the
outcome," said Chiprich.
"There is no need for the
changes, and we've per·
formed all of our required
services."
Said Senior class Presi·
dent Eri n Mah o ney, "[
voted for the amendmen t
because there h as definite! y been a history of
disc rimination in th is fraternity."
"I would support a non-discriminatory
position," said Donald Domm, professor of
management and marketing, and advisor
to the fraternity.
"I would recommend that the females
apply and see how the organization deals
with it."

''WHY IS IT THAT

John Carroll is one of the only
schoolsnotadmittingfemales?"
After a secret ballot, the motion to amend
the current charter failed. Senior on-campus senator julie Stocker then made a motion to change the word fratern ity to
"frarority"or require the fraternity toclarify
that both men and women are welcome to
pledge. The motion was denied as the SU
senators voted 12 to 12 with one abstention.
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fact still remams
that they are here
Spec ial to the Carroll News
and will probably
The flyer (left),
grow in numbers
Si le nce would greet the ir comments in class.
was found in
during the ensuing
There earlier presence was hidden under the cloak of
various men's
years."
darkness.
bathrooms
Another ma le
Each week , one of their own was selected "Babe of the
around campus.
student in 1967, SeWeek."
nior Bill Koziol, said,
On Feb. l6, 1968, th e ar rival of woman students was
"G irls don't belong at Ca rroll. They never did
heralded by the Carroll News with the following: "Female
belong and they never wil l. I'm glad I'm get·
gardeners will be hired although they will necessarily be
ting out before it gets any worse."
slender and fashionable so t hat they wil l be distingu ishThe number of women on campus d1d
able from the coeds."
grow and in 1968when theRe\.'josephSchell,
"Women were not well recetved .. Whe n male studems
SJ., was president, he announced the univer
came here , t hey came think ing it was all male," satd
T ~e r)IQI\ sivJuiJ be He J, ead of n~ hovse hold
sity would be co-educational In the fall of
Kathleen D1 Franco, registra r atjohn Carroll,andJCU gradu1968, Murphy Hall accommodated 48
ate. DiFranco attended john Carroll when women, unless
Mo, s/,r>J) d h~ f-l.c /eaJ,r~Jav-llor;/Y figvrt\O~d dt(iSi~~
women.
th ey had special perm 1ssion from the Dean of Arts and
makfrs on qny ~·vtn SH1tfy
Objections to female students were not
Scie nces, had to take all of their classes after 2 p.m .
A
n-.oh s/.~uiJ be able t-. hov~ ser ,..I~ ~.\ o.., w,f( e vt" ,r ~~~
shown through personal attacks on women,
The editor of the CN in 1969 wrote, "John Carroll Men
•I not in H( moo d a+ +A.t p~rt,c uldr rn o~ntnt.'
but there was a general resista nee toe hange,
are unh appy with the fact that there a re coeds on th ts
as one female a !urn put it.
campus regardless of what pretext it might be under. The
"It was difficult taking classes espeOo 1W I'Mrol dJI-y_ s,r~ad H( word
cially some classes tn which I was the
only female stude m .," DiFranco said.
If Hr +roH •l ••+ l.urJ, i 1- ,.;II b1 ror 1t~n._ _ _ ____J
The pleas in theCNfor wome n norto be
admitted were" more m prim than in
l1kes hockey, football and wrest! mg. She plans to go into
actual treatment," she said.
teaching after graduation. Mtss D'Amico sa1d that the ad
Some people saw the Situation differcmly. There
vantage of the Carr llcocd ts togtve males the ferm•le poml
was a lot going on then that today would be cal led
of view wh1ch 1s sorely needed in the classroom"
sexual harassment, but it was going unnoticed. said
In 1974, female stude nt composed 40 percent of stuJohn Ropar,JCU graduateandCoordinatorof oundents and by 1980 there were more fe male st udems than
seling and Health Services.
male, when the numberre ched 50.1percemof thestudem
According to an interview last fa ll with the late
enrollment
joseph Far rell, dean of students, admitting women
There have been more female than male students enstuden ts had an effect on a! urn ni contribuuons "Cerrolled ever si nee
tainalumni would not donate money because there
Janice Andes, who attended j ohn Car roll from 1967 69
were women on campus," said Farrell who was also
said that there was a coolne s towards women on campus.
Dean of Men in the late 60's.
"There were some professors I was cauuous about tak
David LaGuardia, Assistant Academic Vice Presi 1n • Wnmcn had a ll'<'lmg,ol nm 1-,.,m, mdu<
.kd "
dent at J ohn Carroll, andJCU under radu;ne [rom
john Andes, whoalsoarrendedjohn Carroll from 19671961-1965 said, "I never saw women on campus ex69, said there often was a condescendmg atmude towards
cept at night...Some look back and call it the gloriwomen
on campus.
fied seminary days, of course, we never thought of it
"There wasanatmude back then where a lot of guys put
that way," he said.
girls on pedestals for some things,and yet they were thought
In the 60's the Catholic Church was much more
of
as incapable of other things," he said.
conservative, with strict rules about women on the
The battle of the sexes continued mto the 90's. ln 1994,
altar. "The presence of women may have intimidated
the members of the Alpha Kappa Psi business fraternity
-~;;..,.
- .... ··~- ~
some jesuits more than others, but that certain! y
lost their local and national charters, allegedly because of
wasn't the case," he said.
"unfair
gender exclusiv ity," according to Phil Kangas, SU
\
As a student , LaGuardia was on one of the first
president at the time.
'
committees
that
discussed
the
open
dorm
policy.
L.~
"Not allowing women members to participate in the
Somejesuits saw visitation as "putting student wistThe Housing Office's plan to move women into the second
lone business f raternityon campus creates an injustice not
fully into the proximate occasion of sin," LaGuardia
floor or Be met Hall, was met with considerable controversy.
only to the student but to the University," he said.
said. After deliberation , a visitation policy Sunday
A crowd of 35 Bernet residents carried signs and chanted
Thefraternityclaimed nogenderdiscrimination took place,
afternoon, two p.m. to four p.m. with the door ajar
but instead that womenchosenot to pledge the fraternity. The
slogans expressing their discorltent with the possibility of
was adopted.
members of Alpha Kappa Psi joined together to form the
Bernet becoming co-ed. The above sign compared Jack
Although women were enrolled full ti.me atjohn
service-social
fraternity, Delta Kappa Psi.
Collins, director of housing with King George Ill. Donna
Carroll, their role on campus seemed questionable.
CN
chose
the
"Coed
of
the
Week".
The
Byrnes, director of residence life, is the first woman to reside
For more on Delta Kappa Psi, please see the archive arA femalestudentwasselected weekly, introduced
in the hall, with expected female student occupation in 1999.
ticle below , and "Fraternity promotes sexism• on page 9.
and pictured. the descriptions read, "Miss D'Amico
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ou on ave o e a p osop y maJOr to come to grips with the truth
about pizza. All you need to know is Papa John's delivers the perfect
pizza at the perfect price. And then you need to know a number to call
to make it happen. Better yet, just use the number below. Easy, huh?
Perfect Pizza. Perfect Price. Everyday
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Servicing John Carroll.

14404 Cedar Rd.
University Hts.

Women question business fraternity's charter
Joseph M. Guay
Special to the Carroll News

Thefollowi ngisanarticle reprintedfrom
the December9,1993 edition ofThe Carroll
News
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Controversy surrounded a bill to revise
the charter of Alpha Kappa Psi a the Stu·
dent Union meeting Tuesday, when two fe male business students questioned the
fraternity's policy on the admittance of females.
"We do not discriminate," said Eric
C hipric h, president of Alpha Kappa Psi.
"All are welcome to pledge."
The national chapter of Alpha Kappa
Psi is a co-educational fraternity; however,
there are no females in the john Carroll
chapter. Accardi ng to Chiprich , no females
have ever pledged thef raternity in the past,
A debate ensued when senior Michelle
Thomas made a motion to add the words
"co-educational" to the fraternity's charter.
Thomas also suggested that the charter
state th e fraternity is open to "both men
and women"
"Everyone is not aware that this is ana -

tiona! co-ed fraternity," said Thomas. "The
Fraternity members reiterated that no
fraternity needs to do a better job of mak- [emales have ever pledged the group. "We
ing females aware that they are welcome to have never discriminated," said Sophomore
pledge."
·
Gordon Short.
Thomas argued thatfemale business rna"The national fraternity never put the
jors were being asked in interview situa· word co-ed in its purpose.·
tions why they
weren't membersof
the fraternity.
She a !so argued
that signs and fliers
concerning pledging activities make
no reference to the
inclusion
of
women .
Senior Andrea
After a secret ballot, the motion to amend
Lober listed several female john Carroll students who held high-ranking positions in the current charter failed. Senior on-camextracurricular groups and activities in- pus senator Julie Stocker then made a movolving business students. "None of these tion to change the word fraternity to
studentsaremembersof thefraternity. It's "frarority"or require the fraternity toclarify
co-ed nationally. Why is it that john Car- . that both men and women are welcome to
roll is one of the only schools not admitting pledge. The motion was denied as the SU
senators voted 12 to 12 with one abstention.
females?"

As a result, no changes were made in the
current charter.
Following the debate, several SUofficers
mentioned that this was the first time they
heard that fraternity was a gender-neutral
word.
"I'm happy with the
outcome," said Chiprich.
"There is no need for the
changes, and we've performed all of our required
services."
Said Senior class President Erin Mahoney, "l
voted for the amendment
because there has definitely been a history of
discrimination 111 this fraternity."
"I would support a non-discriminatory
position," satd Donald Domm, professor of
management and marketing, and advisor
to the fraternity.
"1 would recommend that the females
apply and see how the organization deals
with it."

''WHY IS IT THAT

John Carroll is one of the only
schoolsnotadmittingfemales?"

-
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Fraternity promotes sex
Sexually explidt.f/)t?r offends
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How carefully dtd you look at the ads
passed out by Delta Kappa Psi last falP
The bloner whtch was passed out tn rhe
dorms tn Nov.contamedan ad from Tommy's
place. The layout had a sea nul y clad cartoon
woman and listed the Friday nightspectalsas
"Blow Jobs and Orgasms for $1 75."
When the blotter was presented to the late
joe Farrell, dean of students and faculty advisor 10 Delta Kappa Psi, he said he had not seen
the blotter lie commented on the ad, saymg,
"That'sdisgusnng" farrell alsosatd that thts
kind of ad was supposed to be approved by
student activities before it was handed out.
Farrell would make no further comment.
Senior Bnan Payncr was president of the
fraterni ty at the ume the bloner was 111 the
planmng stages He satd that this type of
blotter was pre-a pproved in the fraternity's
charter.
"We've always done it. It's never been a
problem, as long as there is nothing stupid
aboUI drugs and alcohol or sex," he said
Payne r said that the tnformarion that was
pnnted on the blotter was previously established by Tommy's and "as long as it fal ls
within legal premise, we ca n't block out pan
of the ad We ca n get into trouble by changing
it." He said that the two terms men tioned in
the ad are actual names of drinks.
According to Tom DiPasquale, owner of
Tommy's,wh1ch hassinceclosed,Delta Kappa
Psi memebers initiated the ad's content. 'Two
guysfromjCUcame inandsaid'puta woman
in there.' They actually d td the ad: he said.

This graJilic was a part of Delta Kappa
Psi's ads from the Fall.
He confirmed that the fratern ity received
payment for distributing the blotters, 'an
amount around $100," he said.
Payner was unavailable for further comment.

Bernet
1997:
Bemethall is
still all-male,
for now.
Mary Jude
McCafferty
Special to TheCarroll
News

tudent ac ttvtsm
is not a thin ~ of the
past, as campus
events of last week end showed jCU
q udcntsd1dn't rally
to prorc~t a nat ion a!
CCI USC this time, but
metro d monstratc
agatnst the Hou ing
OffiCe
On Thursday," ave Bernet"s1gnsappeared
around Bernetllall and on the personal cloth ing of Bernet residents This was the result of
rumor~around ca mpus about the second floor
of Bernet ll all be1ng used exclusively by
·women next year A "Save Bernet Hall" com
mmcc was formed , headed by Dan Hilson ,
TomCrowlcy,DeweyMc arthy,Red Haggerty,
and Jeff Nykasa
They orga mzed two demonstrations on
Fnday, one tn the cafeteria, and one outside.
tutlents chanted. "llell no, we won't go'" and
earned stgns read mg "Bump the Housing Of·
ftce ltke we ~ot bumped."
Several gtrls partiCipated tn the demon
strauon. Satd Hllson,"The girls don't want 10
come 10 Bernet. I hey sympathized w11h our
rtghts. It grew Into a protest against the housmg department
lnsupponof ht beliefthatthegirl didn 't
want to rnove to Bernet, he cned a stgn hang
mg from New Dorm that read, "Bernet, keep
your damn dorm!" Ill Ison added that several
Jesuits were unaware of a housing problem.
"Fr Walter· was wearing a 'Save Bernet' sign,"
· lltlson satd.
Crowley reported that the Bernet rest dents
found out about the proposed changeonlyon
n

~

Does .tleAVell

have a glass ceiling??

--

.

--

-

Wednesday. "Gi rls started checkmg ou t our
rooms." Both Hilson and Crowley spoke to
Don na Byrnes and received no definite answer Byrnes was unavailable for com men t.
The members of the Save Bernet Hall Committee feel that their protest was successful.
One freshma n woman on the waiting list
thinks otherwise: "I don't think it was well
organized. Ican see their point of view. But all
the housing's up for grabs." Another"burnped"
woman echoes this: "I can understand their
position However, it ts mteresting to note that
co-ed dorms suffer vandalism
Angerat Housing Director jack Collinsand
Head Resident Donna Byrnes may be misplaced A University Heights ord inace prohtbits more rhan two unrelated people living
in the same house. Also, fewer upperclassmen
are moving off-campus than in past years.
The lottery offers the possibility of a room
on-campus(with SAGA food as an e tra)or a
chance to be bumped off the list altogether.
As wnttcnon the notice for"students bumped
off lottery," the housingofficeencouragesst udems "not to watt for the housing offtce to
solve your problem n
n

Tit tsarch 1ve art 1cle was pu IJedf rom the May

2,1980 edition ofThe Carroll News.
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More laws might pass to stitch up the salary gap still
separating male and female worke rs. More law enforcement agencies and court systems might vigorously support regulations that protect women from
domestic violence and sexual harassment. More women
might stand out in courtrooms, operating rooms, classrooms, and research labs, the ir excellence in their chosen fields adding substantial female muscle to
humanity's tug-of -war with progress. Yet, all these
legal and intellectual advancements will come to
naught unless the heart of humanity agrees with its
mind on the issue of women's equality with man.
Sure, the idea that women might be more than childbearing, apple-pie-baking Barbie dolls could be proclaimed from every textbook in existence, pounded
into people's heads until it can roll off the tongue as
easily as one's Social Security number. But until the
certainty of women's absolute and unequivocal equality dwells, unquestioned, in the heart and soul of humanity, there will always be a struggle against subordination. And it is on this point where one of the
greatest forces for absolute and unquestioning acceptance-the Roman Catholic Church-fails humanity.
Imagine the confusion of a bright, devout, female
freshman stepping onto the campus of one of the
Church's intellectual bulwarks-john Carroll University, for example. She will experience, firsthand, the
baffling contradiction between the apparently relentless quest for the integration of knowledge and the
impenetrable patriarchal structure of the Church , frozen for eternity by the word of one miraculously infallible man.
· s e suppose to reconcile the fact t at one
theology class tells her she must apply a comprehensive, exhaustive, fourfold exegesis to her scriptural readings with another theology class that tells her the reason she couldn't possibly receive holy orders is because
the Bible made no mention of jesus choosing women
for his select apostleship or inviting them to his Last
Supper.
ever mind the fact that the Gospels were
written in a time when women were worth about as
much as your typical donkey, and certain! y not worthy
of much inclusion within the inner circles by the writers of the Gospels. Never mind the fact that the apostles
certainly didn 't lower themselves to cooking that Last
Supper or cleaning up afterwards. Never mind that
two thousand years have passed since then. No, a contradiction exists that probably can never be resolved
within the "the Bible tells me so" adherence of the
Church, since firsthand accounts of Gospel events have
been pruned down to four texts, or changed, since the
higher tiers of Church hierarchy, those who possess
the power to change the tradition, are quite content
with the present situation.
This is not to complain that women are prohibited
from gaining more power and status within the Church
hierarchy. Every believer, whether officially ordained
or not , is a means through which Christ can build up
his kingdom. In the strict terms of following the pathway Christ himself set up in the Gospels, Mother
Thersea, a lowly nun, has probably accomplished more
than most of the Popes of history. Bur the harmful and
detrimental effects of the Church's stance upon women
who are torn between wanting to believe and wanting
to change the sad tide of history must be lamented, if it
can't be questioned. Over the last centuries, they have
been earnestly trying to teach humanity that women
are not an inferior gender, that they are, in God 's eyes,
as valuable a contributor and worthy of love and respect as any man. But how can their teachings com pete with the eons-old example of the Church, who, as
God's order upon the earth, teaches just as earnestly
that although women may be good enough to serve the
Eucharist to his people, they are not good enough to
implore the spirit of God to consecrate it.

Sophomore stars
trigger track teams
!"'att Rayl
Sports Reporter

The lohn Carroll outdoortrack
and lte\d L,unpatgn 1~ off ro a
promt>tng start, wnh many mdtvidual contribuung on a consts
rent basts. Manycompcmorshave
a lreadyqu~lifted fortheOh to Ath letic Conference Champtonshtp:.
to be held at the end of the season
"I'm really excited that we've
had so many quahfy thb early tn
the season," said women's coach
Kathy Lanese.
One indtvtdual who has stood
out thus far for the women's team
ts sophomore high JUmper jenny
Miller. At the Wittenberg lnvit a[JOnal held last Saturday, she finished eighth in the high jump with
a leap of 5'0'. Her best competition, however, came March 25 at
the Emory University Division Ill
meet in Atlanta, Georgia.
As the only jCU woman to
place in Atlanta, Miller finished
first in the high jump by clearing a
height of \.57 meters. After a disappointing indoor season cam paign earlier this year, Miller is
looking to regai n the form tha t
qualified her for the indoor nationa Is during the 1995-96 season.
The men's have also benefitted
from the performa nee of a sophomore sensation. Eric Salish, a local product from Eastlake, fin ished second in the 400-meterrun
on Saturday with a time of 50.40.
This was a better mark than the
50.94 he ran in Atlanta, where he
also fin ished second.
ln addition to his 400-meter
finish at Wittenberg, Balish took
third in the 200-meter dash and
was a member of the 4 x 100 relay
team that also placed third. Acco rding to Lanese, Balish has been
"eating up the track" so far this
season.
Coming off a highlysuccessful
indoor season which saw him
reach the national meet for the
second consecutive year, junior
Matt Lemieux has continued to
perform well in the pole vault this
spring. An outdoor All-American
in 1996, Lemieux has placed in
each of the last two meets, winmng the eve nt at Wittenberg by
clearing 14'6'a nd finishing third
at Heidelberg with a leap of 14
feet.
Several other Blue Streaks have
also made solid contributions so
far this spring. Sophomores Rob
Madden and Joh n O'Donoghue
have had fine showmgs in both
the javelin and high jump, respectively.
Madden has scored impressive
performances at every outdoor
meet. He finished second at
Wittenbcrg(l7l-lO)and took third

m Atlanta " ll h a t hrO\~ of 53.22
meters. At the OAC Rela1 ChamptonshipSO\Cr Ea ter break,Madden placed first in the conference
at 163-5
ODonoghue, like Miller, placed
etghth 111 the h1ghjum p last weekend (5- I0) H.ts best ltmsh th u far
has been at Emory, where he took
fourth placeafterJumpinga height
of \.92 meters.
DespHe the many outstanding
1ndt vrdual performances, both the
men's and women's teams have
struggled against thecompem1on.
The best finis h for the women 's
team thus far was fourth place at
the OAC Relays at Heidelberg,
while placingeleventh in the other
two meets. The men's team finished seventh in two meets, once
this past weekend at Wittenberg
Both teams finished eleventh in
Atlanta, a meet that was won by
conference rival Ohio Northern.
"We've had a few injuries, but
we're looking to get everybody
healthy," commented Lemteux.
"We're trying to improve each
week in preparation for the conference tournament."
Amajordifference between this
year's team and tha t of previous
years is that both the men's and
women's teams have been combined. According to Lanese, this is
beneficial [or a Divis ton Ill sc hool
because it allows both men and
women to practice together.
"It hasn't been difficult to adjust to the combined teams," said
Lemieux "The main d1fference is
tnat now both coaches ommunicate with each other and coach
together. There's also someone responsible for each event, so everybody gets personalized attention."
Both squads will be looking forward to more outstanding individual performances th is weekend when they travel to Ohio
Wesleyan Friday and Case Western Reserve Saturday.

1i

jF un in the sun

..........,, ... ,,..,students took advantage of last week's warm weather with a game of volleyball on the
behind East Hall.

Golfers tee off at Kenyon Cup
Brian Murphy
Ass istant Sports Editor

Playing in its first rna tch of the
'97 season last weekend , the john
Carrol l University golf team
roll
o
cond- Ia · m h l
the Kenyon Cup Invitational.
Competing at the par-72 Apple
Valley Golf Club in Howard, Ohio,
the Blue Streaks posted a score of
304 on each of the tournament's
two days for a total of 608. The
total was 18 strokes better than
jCU's nearest competitor.
Otterbein, however, led by medalist MattSm ith 04 2), wasl8strokes
beuer thanjCU, shooting a 590 to
capture the 16-team event.

A team 's four best individual
scoresoneachdayare used to compile a team score.
Not to be outdone by Otterbein,
though. four JCU golfers finished
amon \ \O
an
Hauman and Sieve Volnovich led
the way as each shot 152 over the
two rounds to tie for fifth place
Hauman had rounds of 78 and 73
while Voinovichshot roundsof75
and77. Both wereAil-Americans
last season.
jun iors jeff Bars and Ben
Wilkins tied for tenth placeas they
finished at 153. Bars wasjCU's low
man on day one with a 74 and
followed that effort up with a 79.

Wilkins shot rounds of 77 and 76.
Sophomore Brian Leisgang
contributed a 159 (82-77) to help
jCU in tts runner-up effort. After
playing nth jumor var ny level
\a.!)\. ·a1. L ~ , '.l.\\' wa · t., H\l \t\
his first varsity event.
1ft wasl our first time out and
our stroke average was 76: head
coa h Mtke Moran aid. "That's
outstanding... We're one of the top
teams in our district. We should
definitely qualify for nationals.
And if we get on a roll , there's no
telling how far we can go."
JCU will hit the links again
Sunday and Monday at the
Denison Invitational.

Music
For
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with Jules and
SPECIAL GUESTS
REAL LIFE
Friday: 6pm-7pm
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BURGE_B at 14101 Cedar Rd.

Kl NG

Open at 6 a.m. for Breakfast

~®
Late Nite Drive thru from 1 a.m.-3 a.m.
Friday and Saturday

We have part time positions
available with flexible hours.
This week's special is: All JCU students and
faculty receive a 20 percent discount with l.D.

Jim Wideikis
Sophomore, Baseball
In being named OAC Baseball
Hitter of the Week, batted
.636 (7-II) with eight RBI and
three doubles in three games.
In JCU's 4-3 upset of
Wooster, had three RBI. Was
also err orless in 25 total
chances at first base.

Niki Russell
Freshman, Softball
Went 2-0 in two starts
week, allowing only one run
and five hits in 12 innings
pitched. Also recorded eight
strikeouts while walking only
three. Her record now
stands at 6-1 and has a teamlow ERA of 2.32.
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Fraternity promotes sex
Sexuallyexplidt.flft!roffends
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How carefully did you look at the ads
pa ssed out by Delta Kappa Psi last falP
The blotter which was passed ou1 111 the
dorms in Nov.comained an ad from Tommy's
place The layout had a scantll y clad cartoon
woman and listed the Fnday 111ght specia ls as
"Blow jobs and Orgasms for $1.75."
When the blotter was prese nted to the late
joe Farrell, dean of students and fa ulty ad vi·
sono Delta Kappa Psi , he said he had not seen
the blotter. l le commented on the ad,saymg,
"That's disgusting." Farrell also said that this
kind of ad was supposed to be approved by
student activities before it was handed out.
f-arrell would make no further comment.
Senior Bnan Payner was pres1dent of the
fraternity at the time the blotter was in the
planning stages. He said that this type of
blotter was pre-approved in the fraternity's
c harter.
"We've always done it. It's never been a
problem, as long as th ere is n01hing stupid
about drugs and alcohol or sex," he said.
Payner said tha t the information that was
printed on the blotter wa s previously established by Tommy's and "as long as it falls
within legal premise, we can 't block out part
of the ad. We can get into trouble by changing
it." He said that the two terms mentioned in
the ad are actual names of drinks.
According to Tom DiPasquale, owner of
Tommy's, which hassinceclosed,Delta Kappa
Psi memebers initiated th e ad's conten t. 'Two
guysfromJCU came in and sa id 'put a woman
in there.' They actually did the ad,' he said.

Bernet

~

Does .tlffi.Vell

have a glass ceiling'/?

This graphic was a part of Delta Kappa
Psi's ads from the Fall.
He confirmed that the fraternity received
payment for distributing the blotters, 'an
amount around $100,' he said.
Payner was unavailable for further comment.

ro~women

More laws might pass to stitch up the salary gap still
separating male and female workers. More law enforcement agencies and court systems might vigorously support regulations that protect women from
domestic violence and sexual harassment. More women
might stand out in courtrooms, operating rooms, classrooms, and research labs, their excellence in their chosen fields adding substantial female muscle to
humanity's tug-of-war with progress . Yet , all these
legal and intellectual advancements will come to
naught unless the heart of humanity agrees with its
mind on the issue of women's equality with man.
Sure, the idea that women might be more than childbearing, apple-pie-baking Barbie dolls could be proclaimed from every textbook in existence, pounded
into people's heads until it can roll off the tongue as
easily as one's Social Security number. But until the
certainty of women's absolute and unequivocal equality dwells, unquestioned, in the heart and soul of humanity, there will always be a struggle against subordination. And it is on this point where one of the
greatest forces for absolute and unquestioning acceptance-the Roman Catholic Church-fails humanity.
Imagine the confusion of a bright, devout, female
freshman stepping onto the campus of one of the
Church's intellectual bulwarks-John Carroll University, for example. She will experience, firsthand, the
baffling contradiction between the apparently relentless quest for the integration of knowledge and the
impenetrable patriarchal structure of the Church, frozen for eternity by the word of one miraculous! y infal-

lible man.
IS

1997:
Bernet hall is
still all-male,
for now.

Mary Jude
McCafferty
Spec1al to The Carroll
News

::.tudent ac tiv ism
is not a thing of the
past. ns campus
events of last weekend showed jCU
studentsdidn't rally
to protest a national
cause t his time, but
mel tO demonstrate
against the llousrng
Office.
On Thursday, "Save Bernet" signs appeared
around Bernet Hall an don the personal cloth·
ing of Bernet residents. This wa the result of
rumor. aroundcampusaboutthcsccondfloor
of Bernet !!all being used exclusively by
women next year. A "Save Bernet Hall" committee was formed, headed by Dan Hilson,
Tom Crowley, DeweyMc arthy, Red Haggerty,
and jeff Nykasa
They organized two demonstration on
Fnday, one 111 the cafeteria, and one outside.
Students chanted, "Hell no, we won't go!" and
carri d ~igns reading "Bump the Housing Office like we got bumped."
Several g1rls participated m the demon·
stranon. Sa1d Hllson, "Thegtrlsdon't want to
come to Bernet. They sympath ized with our
nght . It grew into a protestagainstthe housIng department "
In support of hIS belief that the gnls didn 't
want to move to Bernet, he cited a ign hanging from cw Dorm that read , "Bernet, keep
your damn dorm!" Hilson added tha t several
jeswts were unaw;ue of a housing problem.
"Fr. Walters was weannga 'Save Bernet' sign."
Hilson said.
Crowley reported that the Bernet residems
found out about the proposed changeonlyon
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Wednesday. "Girls staned checking out our
rooms." Both Hilson and Crowley spoke to
Donna Byrnes and received no definite answer. Byrnes was unavailable for comment
Them em bersof the Save Bernet Hall Committee feel that their protest wa successful.
One freshman woman on the waiting list
thinks otherwise: "I don't think it was well
organized. l can see their point of view. But all
rhe housing's up for grabs." Another "bum pcd"
woman echoes this: "I can understand their
position. However, it 1s interesting ronote that
co-ed dorms suffer vandalism ."
Anger at Housing Directorjack Collins and
Head Resident Donna Byrnes may be misplaced. A University Heights ordinace prohibits more than two unrelated people living
in the same house. Also, fewer uppercla ssmen
are movmgoff·campus than in past years.
The lottery offers the possibility of a room
on-campus(withSAGA food as an cxtra)or a
chance to be bumped off the list altogether.
As wnlten on the notice for "students bumped
off lottery," the housing office encourages students "not to wait for the housing office to
solve your problem."

Tlusarchi vcarticle waspulledfrom the May
2.1980 ed1tion of The Carroll News.

s e suppose to econci e the fact that one

theology class tells her she must apply a comprehensive, ex ha usti ve, fourfold exegesis to her scriptural readings with another theology class that tells her the reason she couldn't possibly receive holy orders is because
the Bible made no mention of Jesus choosing women
for his select apostleship or inviting them to his Last
Supper. Never mind the fact that the Gospels were
written in a time when women were worth about as
much as your typical donkey, and certainly not worthy
of much inclusion within the inner circles by the writers of the Gospels. Never mind the fact that the apostles
certainly didn't lower themselves to cooking that Last
Supper or cleaning up afterwards. Never mind that
two thousand years have passed since then. No, a contradiction exists that probably can never be resolved
within the "the Bible tells me so" adherence of the
Church, since firsthand accounts of Gospel events have
been pruned down to four texts, or changed, since the
higher tiers of Church hierarchy, those who possess
the power to change the tradition, are quite content
with the present situation.
This is not to complain that women are prohibited
from gaining more power and status within the Church
hierarchy. Every believer, whether officially ordained
or not , is a means through which Christ can build up
his kingdom. In the strict terms of following the pathway Christ himself set up in the Gospels, Mother
Thersea, a lowly nun, has probably accomplished more
than most of the Popes of history. But the harmful and
detrimental effects of the Church's stance upon women
who are torn between wanting to believe and wanting
to change the sad tide of history must be lamented, if it
can't be questioned. Over the last centuries, they have
been earnestly trying to teach humanity that women
are not an inferior gender, that they are, in God's eyes,
as valuable a contributor and worthy of love and respect as any man. But how can their teachings compete with the eons-old example of the Church, who, as
God's order upon the earth , teaches just as earnestly
that although women may be good enough to serve the
Eucharist to his people, they are not good enough to
implore the spirit of God to consecrate it.

Sophomore stars
trigger track teams
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uninthesun

Matt Rayl

ill Atla'11a \\ nh a throv. of 5322
meters. At rheOACRelayChamTheJoh n Carroll outdoor track pionshipsover Faster break, Madand field campatgn is off to a den placed first in the conference
prom1stng ·tart, wtth many mdi· at 163-5.
O'Donoghue,likeMiller,placed
viduals contr1 buung on a cons istent bas1s. Manycompeworshave eighth 111 the high JUmp last weekend(S-10). H1s best linish thuslar
alreadyqualifted fonheOhioAth
lenc Conference Championships has been at Emory, where he took
to be held at the end of the season. fourth placeaf terjumpinga hetght
"I'm really excned that we've of 1.92 meters.
had so many qualify thb early in
Despite the many outstanding
the season," sa id women's coach 1nd 1vtdual performances, both the
men's and women's teams have
Kathy Lanese.
One individual who has stood struggled against thecompeution .
out thus far for the women's team The best finish for the women's
is sophomore high jumper Jen ny team thus far was fou rth place at
Mil ler. At rhe Wittenberg Invita- the OAC Rela)'S at Heidelberg,
tional held last Saturday, she fin- while placingeleventh in the other
ished eighth in the high jump with two meets. The men's team fina leap of 5'0'. Her best compet i- ished seventh m two meets, once
tion, however, carne March 25 at this past weekend at Wittenberg.
the Emory University Division Ill Both teams finished eleventh in
Atlanta, a meet that was won by
meet in Atlanta, Georgia
As the only JCU woman to conference rival Ohio Northern.
"We've had a few injuries, bm
place in Atlanta, Miller finished
first in the high jump byclearinga we're looking to get everybody
height of 1.57 meters. After a dis- healthy," commemed Lemieux.
appointing indoor season cam- "We're trying to improve each
paign earlier this year, Miller is week in preparation for the con·
looking to regain the form that ference tournament."
qualified her for the indoor naA major difference between this
tionalsduring the 1995-96season . year's team and that of previous
The men's have also benefitted years is that both the men's and
from the performance o[ a sopho- women's teams have been commore sensation. Eric Balish, a lo- bined. AccordingtoLanese, thisis
cal product from Eastlake, fin- beneficial for a Division Ill school
ished second in the 400-meterrun because it allows both men and
on Saturday with a time of 50.40. women to practice together.
"It hasn't been difficult to adThis was a better mark than the
50.94 he ran in Atlanta, where he just to the combined teams," said
Le mieux. "The mam dtfference is
also finished second.
In addition to 11is 460-meter that now boih coaches com mum·
finish at Wittenberg, Balish took care with each other and coach
third in the 200-meter dash and together. There's also someone rewas a member of the 4 x lOO relay sponsible for each event, so everyteam that also placed third. Ac- body gets personalized attention."
Both squads will be looki ngforcording to Lanese ,Balish has been
"ea ting up the track" so fa r th is ward to more outstanding individual performances this weekseason.
Coming off a highly successful end when they travel to Ohio
indoor season which saw him Wesleyan Friday and Case Westreach the na tiona! meet for the ern Reserve Saturday.
second consecutive year, junior
Matt Lemieux has continued to
perform well in the pole vault this
Music
spring. An ou tdoor All-American
For
in 1996, Lemieux has placed in
Prancing
each of the last two meets, winmng the event at Wittenberg by
clearing 14' 6' and finishing third
at Heidelberg with a leap of 14
feet.
Several other Blue Streaks have
also made solid contributions so
with Jules and
far this spring Sophomores Rob
Madden and john O'Donoghue
SPECIAL GUESTS
have had fine showings in both
REAL LIFE
the javelin and high jump, respecFriday: 6pm-7pm
tively.
Madden has scored impressive
performances at every outdoor
ON'V ON WUH
meet. He fimshed second at
ltq'"' "•• '97 -4 4fl
Wittenberg(l71-lO)and took third

SportsReporter

"""'J"'r'~' students took advantage of last week's warm weather with a game of volleyball on the

behind East Hall.

Golfers tee off at Kenyon Cup
Brian Murphy
Assistant Sports Editor

Playing in its first match of the
'97 season last weekend, the john
Ca rr oll University golf team
roll 1;\,wa ec r d - la · L'ni h l
the Kenyon Cup Invitational.
Competing at the par·72 Apple
ValleyGolfCiubin Howard, Ohio,
the Blue Streaks posted a score of
304 on each of the tournament's
two days for a total of 608. The
total was 18 strokes better than
jCU 's
nearest
competitor.
Otterbein , however, led by medalist Matt Smith 04 2), wasl8strokes
better thanJCU, shooting a 590 to
capture the 16-team event.

A team's four best individual
scoresoneachdayare used to com·
pile a team score.
Not to be outdone by Otterbein,
though , four J U g,olfers. fmishcd
amon lhe w
em
un
Hauman and Sieve Volnovich led
the way as each shot 152 over the
two rounds to tie for fifth place.
Hauman had rounds of 78 and 73
whileVoinovichshotroundsof75
and 77. Both were All-Americans
last season. Juniors jeff Bors and Ben
Wilkins tied [or tenth place as they
flnishedatl53 BorswasJCU'slow
man on day one with a 74 and
followed that effort up with a 79.

Wilkins shot rounds of 77 and 76.
Sophomore Brian Letsgang
contributed a 159 (82-77) to help
jCU in its runner· upeffort. After
p\aytng nth' junior vJrSI y I vel
\a~\.

~ aL

L ' \-;, ;l.n wa. · \.\: \\\'

~

BURGE.J at 14101 Cedar Rd.

KING

Open at 6 a.m. for Breakfast

~®
Late Nite Drive thru from 1 a.m.-3 a.m.
Friday and Saturday

We have part time positions
available with flexible hours.
This week's special is: All JCU students and
faculty receive a 20 pe rcen t disco unt with I.D.

\n

his fii'Sl varsity event
ill was( our fil'SI time out and
our stroke average was 76," head
coach Mike Moran said. "That's
outStanding... We're one of the top
teams in our district. We should
definitely qualify for nationals.
And if we get on a roll, there's no
telling how far we can go."
JCU will h it the links again
Sunday and Monday at the
Denison Invitational.

Jim Wideikis

Niki Russell

Sophomore, Baseball

Freshman, Softball

In being named OAC Baseball
Hitter of the Week, batted
.636 (7-I I) with eight R.BI and
three doubles in three games.
In JCU 1 s 4-3 upset of
Wooster, had three R.Bl. Was
also errorless in 25 total
chances at first base.

Went 2-0 in two starts
week, allowing only one run
and five hits in 12 innings
pitched. Also recorded eight
strikeouts while walking only
three. Her record now
stands at 6-1 and has a teamlow ER.A of 2.32.
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Baseball bounces back with late-inning heroics
Mark Boleky

A pair of late-game heroics
helped the John Carroll Unrverity baseball team salvage two
wms last week af terd roppi ngfour
games m a row
During the drought , the Blue
Streaks (12-13, 3-3 OAC) were
stung m a doubleheader sweep by
Ohto Athletic Conference opponent Capital
The Streaks' chances of upsetung Woo tcr, 17·1-1 entenng the
last Wednesday's game, hardly
seemed hopeful. Carroll head
coach Bnan Brewer has stressed
all season the importance of an
effective pmhing staff, and
agarnst Wooster - as well as
Tuesday's doubleheader sweep of
Hiram- thejCU hurlers did not
dtssappotnt.
junior Matt Lavelle and sophomore Aaron Miller combmcd to
pitch seven solid tnmngs to keep
Carroll ahead of Wooster, 3-2,
heading inw the eighth. After
Wooster ned the score, 3-3, JCU
put together a rally m the bottom
of the ninth.
Pmch-hitter Paul Smaldone
led off with a smgle. One out later,
the bases were loaded for junior
Damien Kopkas, currently leading the team with a .423 batting
average. Kopkas layed an excellem squeeze bunt down the first
base line, and Smaldone scored
easily to gtve Carroll a 4-3 vtctory.
'1Woo ter's pitcher! had thrown
a fastball fora strike, and a breaking ball for a ball. So I would have
bet the house that he comes back
wi th a fastball: said Brewer. "He

mnmg rally versus Wooster, h~
then drove in the go-ahead run in
the mght cap of the doubleheader
Sunday aga tnst Otterbein
After gomg up 4-3 in the top of
the etghth on Smaldone's single,
the Streaks fimshed off Otterbem
by doing what they do best. letting sophomore Jim Wideikts
dnve m runs JCUsecured the6-4
vicrory in the top of the ntnth
when Widetkis htt a bases-loaded
double, adding to his tcam-leadi ng RBl total of 32.
Stnce moving to first base regularly, Widetkts has been torrid at
the plate, hnti ng two home runs
and ratsmg his batting average to
405 The move was necessitated
by the departure of sophomore
Chris Dahlmeier, who left the
team two weeks ago. This may
prove to be a sign ificant loss for
JCU, since Dahlmeter was an allconference and all-region performer last year
"The kids that have eliminated
themselve are good players, and 1
think they're good people," said
Brewer. "Persona lities are very
important. If a kid doesn't fit into
our style of play, then it's best that
he take the necessary steps."
Despite the recent changes in
the lineup, a staple in cen terfield
has been senior joe Panzarella. In
the last few weeks, he upped his
batting average to .337.
Panzarella beat out a bunt in
the ninth inning against Wooster
to set up the winningsqueeze,and
has espec ially exploited teams on
the base paths. He leads the OAC
wnh 14 stolen bases, and has not
been caught to this point.

bun1 on."
Smnldone only recorded two
htts last week, but each one was
extremely timely in both of JCU's
vtetones. After starting the ninth

improvement, but IS st ill carried
by the offense on rna ny occasions.
Much was expected from Lavelle
and sophomore John O'Rourke
after their Florida trips, when the
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pair combmed for a 3-J record.
However Lavelle left the team last
week and O'Rourke has struggled
with an 8.87 ERA
A pleasant surprise for Brewer
and pitching coach Chris Brine
has been freshman MikeMetz. Although he never pitched comtng
into this season, Metz hasexcelled
for the Streaks with a 3-1 record
and a 1.26 ERA m four starts.

The 6-6 hard-rhrowmg righthander. began the season as the
closer, butstaned the second game
against Hrram, whtch JCU won.
ll-2. He dominated the Terriers
over seven innings, allowmg no
runs and striking out stx
"Over the summer coach told
me, 'We're going to make you a
pitcher,' l guess because l'm tall,"
satd Metz. "I sull don't feel! ke I've

proven myself, but I thmk that I
have potential and can help the
team."
After sweepmg the doubleheader against Hiram in which
the Blue Streaks evened up their
conference record , John Carroll
gets a bit of a break over the next
five days. They are on ly scheduled to play a doubleheader at
Muskingum Saturday.

Freshmen score big for softball
Charles Smith

tories over Case Western Reserve, chemistry to this point."
Otterbein, and Baldwin-Wallace
The doubleheader against
In a season that has given the The victory over BW marked the CWRU marked the first appearJohn Carroll University softball first tlmejCU has beaten BW since ance of sophomore Katy Mazzeo
team a bumpy nde, two freshmen 1990. "As a senior it was great to this season. ln two games, Mazzeo
have stepped to the forefront to finally beat them ," said senior An - is two-for-five, with twowalksand
provide some stability.
gela Rochowtak . "It felt like re- a double. Mazzeomaybetheadded
Shortstop Jaime Skaugen has venge to finally beat them."
punch that the Blue Streaks will
provided the
Skaugen need in Ohio Athletic Conference
punch that
also had a games.
the une up ''Shortstop is one of
good showSenior pitcher Kristen Brigee
has needed
ing in In- has been the v1ctim in many of
on a game- the most demanding
dianapolis. Carroll's games. She has a 4-6
to-game baShe batted record with wins over Albion Col.471 with lege and CWRU, but has been the
sis Shehasa positions. We needed
.415 batting
three runs victim of many low scoring afaverage and someone stable to be
scored and fairs.
is leading
three runs
The Blue Streak hitters have
the team there everyday and
batted in. only managed 14runs insixgames
with 27 hits.
Skaugen for Brigee and seven of those came
On t he Jamie has come
has taken ina losstoOhioNonhern. Along
mound, t he
the pres- with the four wins, Brigee has a
Blue Streaks
off of 2.50 ERA in 64.1 in nings pitched,
through offensively and sure
(ll-12, 3-5
Roch ow iak eight complete ga mes and leads
OAC) have ,.1 {!
• 1
a nd juni or the tea m with 29strikeouts as she
come to rely ue enslve
Ca r rie moved into second place behi nd
on pitcher
McV icker, her sister Charise in ca ree r
Angela Rochowiak, on Skaugen two players strikeouts.
iki Russell.
Russell is 6w ho we re
In the BW vic tory, McVicker
1 with a 2.32 earned run average expected to carry much of the hit her second home run of the
1
o n
oa
o
fi
c s h !h e sixth in'n'i'r1g' ~ 1
batting average. She also has nifer Wolke was moved from the victory for John Carroll. Last
pitched six complete games.
shortstop to make room for week, Angel Koss batted .417 and
At the Indianapolis Classic, Ska ugen and has not missed a beat, hit her second triple of the season.
Russell was 2-0 with a 1.00 ERA in batting .329, making 22 putouts, Koss has 91 hits in her career and
two starts, collecting victories and cont ributing 13 assists.
needs nine more to become just
against Adrian College and LakeLast week in doubleheaders the third JCU player to reach 100
land. The4-0victoryover Adrian against BW and Otterbein, hits for a career.
College was the fi rst shutout of Skaugen had a batting average of
Rochowiak improved her seaher career atJCU.
.455 (5-for-11), including a double son baning average to .390 last
"It was really exciting Ad rian and two RBI.
week, going 5-for-12with Lworuns
is a real good team," said Russell.
Skaugen has done the job of batted in. Rochowiak became
The Blue Streaks finished the relieving the pressure on the in- only the second player inJCU softClassic with a win over Albion field . "Shortstop is one of the most ball history to reach 20doubles in
College, 7-1, and loses to Alma demanding positions," Rochowiak a career.
College, 2·1, and Milwaukee said. "We needed someone stable
The Streaks, who split a doubleSchool of Engineering, 7-6.
to be thereeverydayandjamie has header with Mount Union, will
Over the last Lwoweeks, Russell come through offensive! y and de- continue play Saturday at home
has improved her record with vic- fensively There has been good against Muskingum .
Sports Reporter

y.

ARABICA

COFFEE HOUSE
HELP WANTED
By Beth Henley
Directed by Martin Friedman
Kulas Auditorium
Apri/11,12,17,18,19 I 8:00p.m.
April 20 I 2:00p.m.
For Ticket Information Call:
397-4428

IMMEDIATE AND SUMMER
EMPLOYMENT·
PART AND FULL TIME
COMPETITIVE SALARY
FLEXIBLE SCHEDULE
EMPLOYEE DISCOUNT
FUN PLACE TO WORK
STOP IN AND SEE A MANAGER
FOR AN APPLICATION
ARABICA FAIRMOUNT CIRCLE
20630 NORTH PARK BLVD.
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Tennis takes off strong
Both teams undefeated in conference play
Brian Murphy

"That was a real quality win," matches fun for 1he panicipants
Against Marietta, though,
DebelJak said of the triumph over
Take heed, Ohio Athletic Con- Ken yon "[Kovacs and Alie] are Amy's illness caused Perry to move
ference: the john Carroll Univer- real good. They're probably even players into different spots.
sity ten IllS teams are serving no- with our #I doubles team which
'T hey all rose to the occasion
tice that they will be forces to be won the IOACI championship last which was very mce," he satd.
Lucia, a transfer from Ohio
reckoned withduringthe 1997 sea- year.''
son.
Debeljakalsosaid that the team State, made her first appearance
After being idle over the Easter will receJVe a boost once junior Ed for john Carroll agam t Marietta,
break, both themen'sand women's Schmitt gets back into shape. winning both a singles and
teams picked up where they left Schmitt played in the #l singles doubles match.
She also won doubles matches
off as the men won two of their spot last year, but was not going to
three matches and the women play thi s season because of an ex· against Heidelberg and 0 lJ and
went undefeated in th ree matches cessive workload. After changing asinglesmatchagainstONU. Her
his major,though,Schm itt rejoined doubles partner in all three
last week.
matches was fellow-senior Susan
The men lost to nationally- the team.
Despite going wmless last Okuley.
ranked Kenyon College, 8-l, but
1Lucia] is a great additton to
rebounded to defeat Ohio North- week, senior Andrew Perry still
ern University, 5-2, and Marietta, appears 10 be on target to win 100 the team because she has a lot of
matches m hi s career at john Car- experience," said Perry. "S he will
9-0.
help the girls a great deal with her
ONU won the conference tour- roll.
Perry, who owns a caree r experience.'
nament last season while going
In addition to her solid per for·
undefeated during the regualar singles record of 43-17 and a ca~
portion of the schedule. ButJCU reer doubles mark of 42-17 (both rna nee in doubles,Okuleyalso had
head coach Greg Debeljak said that school records for victories), will a good week in singles play. She
ONU IS no longer the team to beat get a chance to add to his current won her #4 match against
total of 83 wins in JCU's upcom- Marietta in three sets (3-6, 6-2,6in theOAC.
2) and her #3 match against Ohio
"!ONU]grad uated three of their ing matches.
The women moved to 6-2 on Northern by a 10-4 count.
four starters," said Debeljak, whose
The men were scheduled to
squad is 8· 3 overall and 2-0 in the the season by winning their first
OAC. "They're not nearly as good three OAC matches. Marietta (8- take on Heidelberg yesterday and
l), Heidelbe rg (9-0), and ONU (6- are scheduled to play at
as last year."
Leading the way for the Blue 3) all fe ll victim to the Streaks. Muskingum and Mount Union on
Streaks in the matches we re Spearheading the team's efforts Saturda)' a nd Tuesday, respecsophomore Bryan Mohler at #5 werefreshman Karen Rizzuto and tively.
The women begin a string of
singles and the #2 doubles team senior Chris Lucia.
Only three players appeared in seven consecutive home matches
off reshman M1ke Kovacsandjunall three matches with Rtzzuto tomorrow when they host Walsh
ior Pat Alle.
Mohler lost his first match of leading the charge. She went 3-0 College. JCU then has matches
the season at Kenyon, but bounced in bot h her singles matches, los- against Otterbein, Saturday at 1 Junior Ed Schmitt prepares to serve during last week's home
p.m., and Mount Union, Tuesday match against Ohio Northern. The Streaks prevailed, 5-2.
Qacl<--vJifh triu mphs in the ONU ing only seven games.
She was also 3-0 in doubles at 3:30p.m.
a nd Marietta matches. His record
now stands at l 0-1 on the season competition and adjusted well to
Assistant Sports Editor

r

men's team has been extremely
helpful to htm.
"Playing lower means tha t I'm
proba
han the guys I'm
playing against," Mohler said.
The duo of Kovacs and Aile
gaveJCU tts only win during the
Kenyon match. They also were
victorious against ONU and
Marieua, uppmg their record this
season to 8-1.

Schwanz, for the ONU match after her regular partner, tw in sister
Amy, fell ilL
"I felt a litt le need to play really
well wirhiAmylmissing,"Rizzuto
said.
jCU head coach Toby Perry said
that since Heidelberg is a weak
team he decided to play some of
the players who normally do not
play very much to make the
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Baseball bounces back with late-inning heroics
Mark Boleky
A patr of late-game heroics
helped the John Carroll Unt versity baseball ream salvage two
w1ns last week af terdroppingfour
games in a row.
During the drought, th e Blue
Streaks (12-13, 3-3 OAC) were
stung in a doubleheader sweep by
Ohio Ath.leuc Conference opponent Capnal
The Streaks' chances of upset·
tlng Wooster, 17 I l entenng the
last Wednesday's game, hardly
seemed hopeful. Carroll head
coach Brian Brewer has stressed
all season the importance of an
effective pnching staff, and
aga ms t Wooster - as well as
Tuesday's doubleheader sweep of
Hiram- theJ CU hurlers did not
dissappomt.
Jumor Man Lavelle and sop nomore Aaron Miller combined to
pitch seven solid mnings to keep
Carroll ahead of Wooster, 3-2,
heading into the eighth. After
Wooster tied the score, 3-3, JCU
put toget her a rally in the bottom
of the ninth.
Pinch-hater Paul Smaldone
led off with a smgle. One out later,
the bases were loaded fo r junior
Damie n Kopkas, curreml y leadmg the team with a .423 batting
average. Kopkas layed an excelle nt squeeze bum down the rirsr
base line, and Smaldone scored
easily to give Carroll a 4-J v1ctory.
iWoo ter'spi tcher) had thrown
a fastball fora strike, and a breaking ball for a ball. So I wou ld have
bet rhe house that he comes back
with a fastball," said Brewer. "He

inning rally versus Wooster, h~
then drove tn the go-ahead run in
the nightcapof the doubleheader
Sunday agat nst Ouerbetn
After gotng up 4-3 in the top of
the eighth on Smaldone's single,
the Streaks fimshed off Otterbetn
by doing what they do best: letting sophomore Jim W1deikis
dnve in runs. JCU secured the 6-4
victory in the top of the mnth
when Widetkis hit a bases-loaded
double, adding to his team-lead ing RBl total of 32.
Since moving to first base regularly, Wide1k1s has been torrid at
the plate, hnung two home runs
and ratsing hts batting average to
.405. The move was necessitated
by the departure of sophomore
Chris Dahlmeier, who left the
team two weeks ago. This may
prove to be a stgnifi ca nt loss for
JCU, since Dahl meier was an allconferen e and all-region performe r last year.
"The kids that have eliminated
themselve are good players, and I
think they're good people," said
Brewer. "Pe rsonal iti es are very
important. If a kid doesn't fit into
our style of play, then it's best that
he take the necessary steps."
Despite the recent changes in
the lineup, a staple in centerfield
has been senior Joe Panzarella In
the last few weeks, he upped his
batting average to .337.
Panzarella beat out a bunt in
th e ninth tnmngaga instWooster
to set up thewinningsqueeze,and
has espec ially ex ploited teams on
the base paths. He leads th e OAC
with 14 stolen bases, and has not
been caught to thLs point.

bunt on."
Sma ldone only recorded two
hits last week, but each one was
ext remely timely m both of JCU's
vtctones. After starting the ninth

Improvement, but ts still carried
by the offense on many occasions.
Much was expected from Lavelle
and sophomore John O'Rourke
after their Florida trips, when the
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pa1r combined for a 3-1 record.
However, Lavelle left the team last
week and O'Rourke has struggled
with an 8.87 ERA.
A pleasant surprise for Brewer
and pitching coach Chris Brine
hasbeenfreshmanMikeMetz. Although he never pitched coming
into this season, Metz has excelled
for the Streaks with a 3-t record
and a 1.26 ERA in four starts.

The 6-6 hard·throwtng right·
hander, began the season as the
closer, but started the second game
agamst Hnam, whiCh JCU won.
11-2 He dominated the Terriers
over seven innings, allowing no
runs and striking out six.
"Over the summer coach told
me, 'We're going to make you a
pitcher,' I guess because I'm tall,"
said Metz. "I sti ll don't feel I ike I've

proven myself, but I think that I
have potenttal and can help the
team"
After sweepmg the doubleheader against Htra m in which
the Blue Streaks evened up their
conference record, Joh n Carroll
gets a bn of a break over the next
five days. They are only scheduled to play a doubleheader at
Muskingum Saturday.

Freshmen score big for softball
Charles Smith

tories over Case Western Reserve,
Otterbein, and Baldwin-Wa llace.
ln a season that has given the The victory over BW marked the
john Carroll Umversity softball firsttimejCU has beaten BW smce
team a bumpy ride, two freshmen 1990. "As a senior it was great to
have ste pped to the forefront to finally beat them," said senior An provide some stabi lity.
gela Rochowiak. "It felt like reShortstop Jaime Skaugen has venge to finally beat them "
provided the
Skaugen
punch that
also had a
the line up ~lshortstop is one of
good showhas needed
ing in Inon a game- the most demanding
dianapolis.
to-game baShe batted
sis. She has a positions. We needed
.471 with
.415 batt ing
three runs
average and someone stable to be
scored and
is leading
three runs
th e team there everyday and
batted in.
with 27 hits.
Skaugen
On the Jamie has come
has taken
mound, the
the presBlue Streaks
off of
through offensively and sure
01-12, 3-5
Rochowiak
and junior
OAC) have
1
•
/
come to rely
e.enslve
Car ri e
on pitcher
McVi cke r,
Angela Rochowiak, on Ska ugen two players
NikiRusselL
Russell is 6who were
1 with a 2.32 earned run average expected to carry much of the
o ng
cr.
0
ie
batting average. She also has nifer Wolke was moved from
pitched six complete games.
shorrswp to make room fo r
At the Ind ia napolis Classic, Skaugen and has not missed a beat,
Russell was2-0with a LOO ERA in batting .329, mak ing 22 putouts,
two starts, collecting victories and contributing 13 assists.
against Adrian College and LakeLast week in doubleheaders
land. The4-0 victoryoverAdrian against BW and Otterbein,
College was the first shutout of Skaugen had a batting average of
her career atJCU.
.455(5-for-11), including a double
"It was really exciting. Adrian and two RBI.
is a real good team ," said Russel L
Skaugen has done the job of
The Blue Streaks finished the relieving the pressure on the inClassic with a win over Albion field. "Shortstop is one of the most
College, 7-1, and loses to Alma demanding posit ions," Rochowiak
College, 2-l, and Milwaukee said. "We needed someone stable
School of Engineering, 7-6.
to be thereeverydayandjamie has
Over the last two weeks, Russell come through offensively and dehas improved her record wtth vic- fens ively. There has been good
Sports Reporter

d

y.

chemtstry to this point."
The doubleheader against
CWRU marked the first appearance of sophomore Katy Mazzeo
this season. ln two games, Mazzeo
is two-for-five, with twowalksand
a double. Mazzeo may bet he added
pu nch that the Blue Streaks will
need in Ohio Athletic Conference
games.
Sen ior pitcher Kristen Bri gee
has been the victim in many of
Carroll's games. She has a 4-6
record with wins over Albion College and CWRU, but has been the
victim of many low scoring affairs.
The Blue Streak hitters have
on!y managed 14 runs in six games
for Brigee and seven of those came
in a loss to Ohio Northern. Along
with the four wins, Brigee has a
2.50 ERA in 64.1 innings pitched,
eight complete games and leads
the team with 29strikeoutsasshe
moved into second place behind
her sister Charise in career
strikeouts.
In the BW victory, McVicker
hit her second horne run of the
n n r e six th it\ i"rlg ro :rl
the victory for John Carroll. Last
week, Angel Koss batted .417 and
hit her second triple of the season.
Koss has 91 hits in her career and
needs nine more to become just
the thi rdj CU player to reach 100
hits for a career.
Rochowiak improved her season batting average ro .390 last
week,going 5-for-12 wtth two runs
batted in . Rochowiak became
only the second playerinjCU soft ·
ball history to reach 20doubles in
a career.
The Streaks, whosplitadoubleheader with Mount Union, will
continue play Saturday at home
against Muskingum.

ARABICA
COFF££ HOUSE
HELP WANTED
By Beth Henley
Directed by Martin Friedman
Kulas Auditorium
April 11, 12, 17, 18, 19 /8:00p.m.
April 20 /2:00p.m.
For Ticket Information Call:
397-4428

IMMEDIATE AND SUMMER
EMPLOYMENT
PART AND FULL TIME
COMPETITIVE SALARY
FLEXIBLE SCHEDULE
EMPLOYEE DISCOUNT
FUN PLACE TO WORK
STOP IN AND SEE A MANAGER
FOR AN APPLICATION
ARABIC A FAIRMOUNT CIRCLE
20630 NORTH PARK BLVD.

SPORTS
----------------------------------------------------------
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Tennis takes off strong
Both teams undefeated in conference play
Brian Murphy

"That was a real quality win,"
Debeljak said of th e triumph over
Take heed, Ohto Athletic Con- Kenyon. "!Kovacs and Allel are
ference: the john Carroll Univer- real good. They're probably even
sity tenni s teams are servmg no- with our #1 doubles team which
tice that th ey will be forces to be won the IOAC!championship last
reckoned with duringthe 1997 sea- year."
Debe ljakalsosaid that the team
son.
After being id le over the Easter wil l receive a boost once junior Ed
break, both the men 'sand women's Sc hmitt gets back into shape.
teams picked up where they left Schm itt played in the #l singles
off as the men won two of their spot last year, but was not going to
three matches a nd the women play this season because of an exwenr undefeated m three matches cessive workload. After changing
his rnajor, though,Schrnitt rejoined
last week.
The men lo t to nationally- the team.
Despite going winless las t
ranked Kenyon Col lege, 8-1, but
rebounded to defeat Ohio North- week, senior Andrew Perry still
ern University, 5-2, and Marietta, appears to be on target to win 100
matches in hi s career at john Car9-0.
ONU won the conference tour- roll.
Perry, who ow ns a ca reer
nament last season while going
undefeated during the regualar sing les record of 43-17 and a caport ion of the schedule. ButJCU ree r doubles mark of 42-17 (both
head coach GregDebeljaksaid that school records for vtctories), will
ONU is no longer the team ro beat get a cha nce to add to his current
total of 83 wins in JCU's upcomin theOAC
'10 U)graduated threeof their ing matches.
The women moved to 6-2 on
fourstarter s,"sa id Debeljak,whose
squad is 8-3 overall and 2-0 in the the season by winning thei.r first
OAC "They're not nearly as good three OAC matches. Marietta (8l), Heidelberg (9-0), and ONU (6as last year."
Leading th e way for the Blue 3) all fell victim to the Streaks.
Streaks in the matches we re Spearheading the team 's efforts
sophomore Bryan Mohler at #5 we ref reshman Karen Rizzuto and
singles and the #2 doubles team senior Chr is Lucia.
On ly three players appeared in
off res hman Mike Kovacs and jun all three matches with Rizzuto
ior Pat Aile
Mohl er lost his first match of lead ing the charge. She went 3-0
th eseason at Kenyon, but bounced in both her singles matches, losback -wfth triumphs in the ONU ing only seven games.
She was also 3-0 in doubles
and Ma rietta matches. His record
now stands at 10-l on the season competition and adjusted well to

Assistant Sports Ed1tor

matches fun for the participants.
Against Marietta, though,
Amy'sillnesscau ed Perry to move
players into different spots.
'They a II rose to the occasion
which was very nice," he said.
Lucia, a transfer from Ohio
State, made her first appearance
for Joh n Carrol l against Marietta,
winning both a singles and
doubles ma tch.
She also won doubles matches
against Heidelbe rg and ONU and
asinglesmatchagai nstONU. Her
doubles partner in all three
matches was fellow-senior Susan
Okuley.
'! Lucia! is a great addition to
the team because she has a lot of
experience," said Perry. 'S he will
help the girls a great deal with her
expenence
In addition to her solid performance in doubles, Oku leyalso had
a good week in singles play. She
won her #4 match agai nst
Marietta in three sets (3-6, 6-2, 62) and her #3 match against Ohio
Northern by a 10-4 count.
The men were scheduled to
take on Heidelberg yesterday and
are schedu led to play at
Muskingum and Mount Union on
Saturday and Tuesday, respectJvely.
The women begin a string of
seven consecuti ve hom e matches
tomorrow when they host Walsh
College. JCU then has matches
against Otterbein, Saturday at l
p.m., and Mount Union, Tuesday
at3:30 p.m.

Junior Ed Schmitt prepares to serve during last week's home
match against Ohio Northern. The Streaks prevailed, 5-2.

r

men's team has been extremely
helpful to him.
"Playing lower means that I'm
proba
hantheguysl'm
playing against," Mo ler sa id.
The d uo of Kovacs and Aile
gavejCU us only win during the
Kenyon match. They also were
victorious against ONU an d
Marietta, upping their record this
season ro 8- L

Schwartz, for the ONU match after her regular partner, twm sister
Amy, fell ill.
"I felt a little need to play rea !I y
well with [Amy)missing,"Rizzuto
said.
JCU head coach Toby Perry said
that since Heidelberg is a weak
team he decided to play some of
the players who normally do not
play very much ro make the

WE REED

You

REUNION
,Guaranteed class size
,Personal attention
,FREE extra help

Classes starting
soon!
LSAT May lOth
GMAT April 26th (w•ekad onl)'J
May lOth
MCAT May 3rd (Early Accu.r)
June 7th

WOR~ER5

WANTED

EARN $2.00 FOR FOUR DAYS
OF LONG HOURS AND HARD
WOR~. GOOD EXPERIENCE.
FUN, AND FELLOWSHIP
CLERKS, COUNSELORS AND DAY CARE: WORKERS ARE

6 P.m. WEDNESDAY, JuNE 18 THROUGH
5 P.m. SuNDAY, JuNE 2.2.. Room AND BOARD AND rwo

NEEDED. WoRK

T-5HI'RT5 INCLUDED!
APPLICATIONS ARE AVAILABLE IN THE AwrnNI OFFICE
LOCATED ABOVE THE BoollSTORE. PLEASE comPLETE
AND RETURN BY FRIDAY. APRIL

18.

P1c~ YOURS UP Now!

Call us today.
216/360-0100
The PrincetOn Review is ncx affiliued
wilh PrinceiDrl U. or ETS.
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•Views/Editorial

But they had neglected to make that exact informa-

cion known to the House and the Senate, expecting,
perhaps, the few moments of idle, easygoing chaner
before a meeting was called into order would supply
all the information every representative and senator
would need to know about everybody else. So when
the moments had ticked away, the silence had grown
uncomfortable, and the budget was finally put to vote,
essentially everyone found themselves in the position
of voting half-blind and somewhat informed.
And how did that vote turn out? The House, as
might be expected, decided the table their vote until
they could figure out which way was up. But the
Senate, curious!y, decided that half the information
was all they .required and passed the proposed budget.
So what d1d we, the student body, end up passing
that night? A smooth-working S.A.B.B. budget plan, or
just the idea of one? Perhaps the plan the S.A.B.B.
worked up might be one perfectly tailored to fit all
organizational needs. But we don't know. lf all else
falls into place as easily as the Senate vO[e did, we
won't know until we're in the middle of next year.
Then, some organizations might be donating their
blood just to raise fund to pay for their campus mail,
while two or three other lucky organizations might be
tanning in jamaica, celebrating their inexplicable
windfall.

HITS & misses
HIT: The few days of seventy-degree weather
we had last week. Almost makes one believe
it's springtime out there. m I s s: The snow's
back. Shut your windows and pack up your
shorts again, gang. m I s s: Just a rumor-roaches being spotted beneath the candy bins
in the Inn-Between. You thought that last bag
of gummy bears was kinda crunchy. m I s s:
Trying out the new, high-tech phone registration, and then dashing across campus since
your advisor didn't sign you up properly.
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National curricula crusade rests on bogus assumptions
Larry Cuban
«:>Los Angeles Time
How can anyone oppose Presidem
Clinton's call for national academic standards and for testing all children in reading
and math7 Disap]Xllnting scores on recent
nati.onal and international tests bolst er his
challenge. Cor]XJrate leaders and governors preach the gospel or standards.

Organizations, cross your
fingers
Remember the Student Activities Budget Board?
One can hardly call oneself a full-fledged member of
the Carroll community if one can't, since it's been the
perperual pet project of three SU presidents and counting. Remember when you heard spirited speeches and
saw bright banners extolling the S.A.B.B.'s virtues?
About how it would place the power to distribute
funds for student organizations back into student
hands? Remember how hard the SU worked to make
certain the S.A.B.B. would pass in the elections?
Would you now like to know how the SU is handling
the responsibility that came with this new-gained
power?
One of the decisions facing the SU at last week's
meeting was whether or not to approve the new
budget drawn up by the S.A.B.B. for srudent activities
next year. This wasn't exactly a do-or-die vote-if a
new budget can't be drawn up, the SU can simply
default w this past year's budget. Bur since most
organizations could barely buy stamps with this
year's budget allotment, they understandably demanded some modifications.
However, when the time came for the House of
Representatives and the Senate and the S.A.B.B. and all
the rest of the SU to discuss these possible modifications, not one member of any of these bodies knew
where the hell to start. For you see, the House and
Senate, made up of members of organizations who
would be most affected by budget changes, knew
exactly how any modifications would affect the
budget of their own particular organizations, bur not
any of the organizations of any other member. The
S.A.B.B. knew how all these organizations would be
affected, having all pertinent information in hand.
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Commentary

Grasselli--it's more than just books
The library has a lot to offer the students here at
john Carroll, really it does. That is if you can figure
out how to take advantage of the opportunities.
For example, there is a wealth of resources
available to any student at any time. 1mean , people
leave their bags and books and money just lying
around all oven he place,completelyunanended ro
Granted, it is because they are
trying to save the table they
spent aha If hour trying to
Christina
find. but hey, it's their own
Hynes
fault. I believe only a few
Managing
people have figured out this
Editor
advantage of the library, bur
everyone is starting to notice
the birth of the John Carroll

and srarc for a while.
One of the most important functions of 1he library is, of
course. research. I am always ex:cited when I have to look up
information for a paper or project and travel into the realm
of microfilm. All the reels are conveniently missing, but it
doesn't really matter because the machines aren't working
anyway. But, there 1s always the collection of Plain Dealers
to browse through: the stacks of
issues resemble a garbage pile.
You have a better chance hopping
in the dumpster next to Murphy
Hall and finding the April3, 1997
issue of the PD than you do here.
Netscape seems to be every
student's saving grace, that is if
there isn't a class in the computer
Klepto.
lab. (Sadly though, you can no
Commentary
Another advantage is the
longer print your undergraduate
ability 10 network with other
sheet from the library, "They just
students. I mean, it's almost as cool as going to
don't," stated a very help£ ullibrarian. Good luck figuring
Quinn's on Thursday nights. There is always a
out what classes you still need to take in order 10 graduate.)
lounge lizard or two present trying to find their
One of the greatest resources, though , is the public phone
prospective dates; now instead of getting loaded at
in the basement. If you're really hungry, order out. Some
the bars and mustering up the courage to ask
studems had the brilliant idea of calling the Domino's man
SQ-.,10 that_date pa
IOmOtrQW. yoU J;)Wi !0
and.getting,a.pizza or two delivered. Ihe price of our tuitiqn
simply enter the land of Grasselli.
is worth the look on 1he faces of the librarians when the men
The library atmosphere rs very conducive to
in red deliver a piping hot pizza with extra cheese. (Note.
meeting people. Take for instance the guy who is
there is a new sign informing students that ordering out isn't
a good 1dea.)
always in the library, but seems 10 use it as a
cafeteria-slurping his drinks and gobbling his chips
I think everyone should learn to rake advantage of the
while strutting through the aisles. I've never seen him new and improved Grasselli. Maybe the library will publish
read and I have yet to hear him speak, but he's always a guide on the resources available 10 students and stray cats
there. If you're lucky, he'll sit at a table with you and
everywhere, but until then, just use your imagi nation .

Trekkies, X- Philes, and Halle-Bopp
I think by now just about everybody has heard
about Heaven's Gate, that cult group that killed
themselves in an attempt to reach a higher level of
life. If most people are like me, they listened long
enough to find out they packed their bags and took
shifts dying, expecting to meet up on a spaceship that
was supposedly following a[ ter Comet Hale-Bopp,
and then runed back out after makmg the judgment
that these people were obviously loony.
I would like to pause here and ask a question.

spaceships following comets around across the galax:y? No.
These shows are receiving a bad rap. as are the people
that enjoy watching them. Even my family thinks I'm a
little nurs'because I like these shows so much (if I think there
is even the slightest possibility thar I might miss an episode I
will tape it). But m truth , I just watch the shows because
they are cool.
These shows make me think about things I don't
normally think about. And anyone with half a brain knows
that these shows are a short escape from reality, not reality

Now the point of this whole
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - itself. I mean, su re, it would be
mass suictde was that they
cool to think thar it was really
were leaving their outer
Colleen
Cancer Man, from X- Files, that
containers behind as they
Leslie
killedJFK. Or even thai there were
traveled on to this higher
Ente~=~
people out there like Adrian Paul,
level. So why did they need
Editor
from Highland er, that were
their clothes?! If they had no
immortal and went around slicing
bodies, what were they
off the heads of other immortals in
planning on doing with the
"the com bat tO rhe death" because
Commentary
cIorhes? An d consi dering
"there can beonlyone,"butcome
luggage can get lost on a trip
on. Even I know that this is all
between Cleveland and
make-believe.
]Jove to watch these shows because of the new ideas they
Chicago in the airport, how did they think their
generate [or me. Of course, I'll also admit I love 10 upset
luggage would make it safely [rom here to the
people by telling rhem rhar Q from Star Trek isomniporent
spaceship?
After I heard about this group I pretty much tuned and having them resolutely tell me only God is omnipotent.
But hey, I have to get my kicks somehow.
ou~ figuring the whole thing was just a liule too
Basically, my poinrin this commentary is that people
weird for me. Then early last week, a segment on
have to realize that it is not just T.V. shows that infll!ence
Entertainment Tonight caught my eye. On it they
people and we can't take the easy way out by saying it is.
showed an interview with two people that had left
There
are plenty of people out there just like me who can get
this cult before they all committed suicide. When
really into these shows, but realize it is fake and would never
asked about some of the outside influences on the
rhink of killing ourselves in order 10 hitch a ride on a
cult, these two proceeded to talk about how they
spaceship.
could recite lines from Sear Treh, and how they
All of these shows are great if you enjoy science fiction
watched such shows as X-Filesand Millennium.
and like to take a break from the crushing realities of
This is the part I want to set straight. What's
everyday life. And if you don't, that's fine too. Just lay off on
wrong with these shows? Nothing!
people like us who enjoy relaxing to it. If you don't, the next
My favorite T.V. shows include Star Trek, and all
time I see you I'll use my phaser on you. And it won't be set
itsspinoffs, as well as Highlander, Pretender and
on stun.
Projiler,among others. Do I, too, think there are

and inflation are lower than in the early
1980s. But no awards have been handed out
topubhc schools Media re]XJrllngand public officials' announcementscontinue toreport and interpret rest scores as reflecting
srudems' fall ure to measure up to 21st-century workplace needs. Thus is revealed the
sham of linkingeconomic productivity and
students' test scores
Nonetheless, blam ing a declining
economy on [ailing public schools was
shrewd politics. Amencans do believe that
educatlon and individual gain are strongly
linkcd;personali ncomeandyearsofeducauon are highly correlated. But it is not the
individual link between education and the
larger economy that presidents, governors
and corpora te leaders have crusaded for
since the early '80s; rather, it is the connection between students rest performance and
rhe overall economy. While such a connection goes Ia rgel y unquestioned, it is a myth.
The bogus connection between public
schools and economic condit ions becomes
glaringwhenthespotlightshiftsfrom publie schools to university research. Centuryold ties between federaland corporatef unciingof university scientists, seldom noted in
the media yet richly documented, have led
to the development of commercial products, medical advances and defense technology. Such contracts starkly reveal how
critical university research has been to the
larger economy and how phony it is to connect students' test scores to lowered ceonomic productivity.
From 1958-1968, federal funding of scientihc research in universities grew from
$254 million to $1.57 billion, or an increase
of 523 percent (controlling for inflation).
When these federal research contracts are
calculated on a per-professor basis the resuits are staggering. For private universities, the median annual per-professor federa I grant in the late 1980s was just over
$l07,000;£or public universities, it was a tad

Moreover, more than 90 percent of
Americans have wid pollsters they like this
prescription for ailing public schools. The
crusade for centra lizing curriculum in a
country with a 150-yea r history of decentralized publi c schooling is both remarkable and , apparently, unstoppable.
Tobesure,somegovernors,manysmallrown officials, occasiona I academics and
parents have expressed fear that national
standards and tests, even "voluntary" ones,
will reduce what little power they have to
conduc t community business. But their
voice has weakened steadily in the face of
the bipartisan crusade to create national
standard s and tests.
This campaign rests on two assumptions. First, public schools' productivity, as
measured by test scores, will spurt he larger
economy. Second, poor U.S. student performanceon international tests results from a
lack of national standards and tests. Both
assumptions are false.
Sincetheearlyl980s,cor]XJrateandpublie officials, aided by stor ies in the media,
have spliced together declining U.S. productivity and falling standardized-rest
scores in public schools They have pointed
to japan's and German 's schooling as the
model. l
ary of Education Rich. Riley said, "Education is the engine
that drives our economy," national standards and tests, as m Japan , would prod
student , arenrs ml eacll,e
· r!f"'lU'"._rrk-'11h0¥1~&+..ae.6;"(5orpora
foun non
harder.
research contracts add another 15 percent
Yet, consider what has occurred in the to these figures.
"'''""'"~ational productivity has risen. The
This link between university research
U.S. econom
formed both and expected national economic returns
needs no myth-making. Public and private
Germany 's and japan's. Unemployment

funding produced inventions and corpo- tradictions that senously undercut the arrate profits The sham of blaming public gument for national academ1c standards
schools for the ebb and flow or nallonal and tests Other countries w1th national
economic productivity may be poliucally c urncula and rests,EnglandandSpain
smart and a low-cost strategy of exploiting ranked the same as the Un1ted States in
a vulnerable institution, but it rests on math Fun her complicating the math picture is that 13-year-olds from Switzerland,
counterfeit assumptions.
The [Jawed assumption that U.S stu- Australia and Canada, who come from dedents do less well on international tests centralized systems or schooling much like
the Unned States', also scored sigmficantly
because we lack nat ion a Icurriculum sra n
dards and tests shows up most clearly in higher than students from countries with
the recem re]XJrttng of the Third Interna- ministry-driven curricula.
Whensciencescoresarecx:amined,simitional Math and Science Study for 7th and
lar comradtcuons anse. Japan's students
8th graders.
As wide! yreported, U.S. st udentsscored outscored America'sm science, but France's
below many o[ their foreign counterparts and Spain's, which have heavily centralin math and were average in sc1ence. Japa- ized curricula, fell significantly below stunese and French students, for example, dents in the United States. Moreover, stuwhose countries have national ministries dents from New Zealand,Canada,andSwirand centrally driven standard and tests, zc rland , alllackmg national curncula and
scored significantly higher in math than tests, did just as wei las students from countries with strong national direction [or lotheir U.S. coun terparts.ln science, student
from japan and Korea, the latter two na- cal schools. Furthermore, on some sc1ence
tionsalsowith national curricula and tests, topics, U.. students did as well r better
thanjapanese, Norwegian and French stusubstantially outscored U.5.13-year-olds.
Few pundits, however, noted the con- dents, even those from Hong Kong.

From around the nation._

•Views/ Letters to the editor
Farrell family gives thanks
We would like to ta ke this opportunity
to thank all of you for your kindness, your
support, and your love during this very difficult time in our lives. joe loved john Carroll and all that the University stands for.
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Through your many kindnesses we now
understand why the University was so important to him.
We would particularly like ro thank the
University and Marriot for the generous
hospitality shown to our many friends and
family following joe's funeral. The music
provided by the Chapel Choir at the funeral
mass was a beautiful addition to the liturgy
The mass booklet gave us a treasured
memory of the celebration which exemplified joe's life. The assistance with ushering
and seating provided by Pi Alpha Chi was
so helpful. The presence of so many Jesuits
concelebrating the funeral mass was testimony to joe's faith. The weekly meals provided by the staff of Student Life and so
many otherssustained us through rhese last
five months.
Most importantly, we want to thank you,
the students of JCU. Your presence at both
the wake and the funeral mass was such a
testimony to joe's commitment and love for
young people. He was proud to see you all
there.
You are special. .. you are loved.
Sincerely,
The Farrell Family,
Ginny, Michael, Megan , and Katie

School doesn't practice
what It preaches
Since the day I stepped onto the John
Carroll campus, l have been told to "celebrate diversity." This includes celebratlng
those of different races,et h nicities, religious
beliefs, socioeconomic backgrounds, and
sexual orientations, among other things. l

find relatively little to celebrate, however,
when our own campus is not practicing
what it is preaching.
I attended the Student Union meeting
on February 25 when both the House and
Senate unanimously passed the charter for
Allies- a sup]Xlrt group, as well as a source
or education, for homosexuals, bisexuals,
and heterosexuals.
After the charter was passed, l could
no t help but notice how happy and proud
the members of Allies were. . and
deservingly so! Being a minority on campus, they worked hard for something they
believed in, and they overcame adversity.
That is, until the University revoked the
charter, claiming that "charteri ng a student organization for Allies is not in the
best interest of the Universityorindividual
students." I beg ro differ.
The mere fact that the A II ies charter
was revoked illustrates the exact reason
why it is a necessary group on campusbecause not enough people support those
different sexual orientations.
Whereas many believe this is an issue
of "morals," this is probably more an issue
of economics. If john Carroll were to pass
a charter for Allies, those alumni who may
be a bit more conservative in their views,
yet are very generous wtth their funds,
might stop giving their financial support
to john Carroll. Apparently, the University is not willing wface that posstbleconsequence.
As I was thmkingabout the entire incident, l found myself going back to my religion courses, and what I have been taught
during these past four years. What stands
out most in my mind is that we are all
called to be "Other Christs."

We are to live as Christ lived- loving
others, working for juslice, and acting compassionately wward those who are oppressed by the powerful. And that made me
think about what is preached w us as we
share in the Eucharist in the St. Francis
Chapel- that weare all made in the image of
Christ. As images of Christ, we are loved
and accepted as we are. Yet when the University denies A\lies a charter, I cannot help
but wonder if the power figures of John
Carroll are truly listening to this message.
1 am sorry [or the Allies; I hope they do
not feel their hard work has gone to waste. 1
am also sorry for the power figures of john
Carroll. l think you are limiting yourselves
and your opportunity to learn about- and
love- those of different sexual orientations.
In addition, you are limning these opportunities to us, the students, whom you are
supposed to serve.
Bridget Maloney
Class of I 997
The Carroll News welcomes
letters to the editor. as it is
our way of knowing what you
like or dislike about the CN.
the campus or life in general.
We require that letters be
submitted by noon Monday. in
the CIVoffice. to be eligible for
publication. Letters can also
be submitted via e-mail to
CNLETTERS jcvaxa . jcu.edu.
Letters will be accepted after
noon on Monday or1ly if there is
additional space available. We
reserve the right to edit letters
for
clarity
or
space
considerations. Letters must
be signed and accompanied by
your phone number.
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But they had neglected to make that exact information known to the Hou e and the Senate, expecting,

perhaps, the few moments of idle, easygoing chatter
before a meeting was called into order would supply
all the information every representative and senator
would need to know about everybody else. So when
the moments had ticked away, the silence had grown
uncomfortable, and the budget was finally put to vote,
essentially everyone found themselves in the position
of voting half-blind and somewhat informed.
And how did that vote turn out? The House, as
might be expected, decided the table their vote until
they could figure out which way was up. But the
Senate, curiously, decided that half the information
was all they .required and passed the proposed budget.
So what d1d we, the student body, end up passing
that night? A smooth-working S.A.B.B. budget plan, or
just the idea of one? Perhaps the plan the S.A.B.B.
worked up might be one perfectly tailored to fit all
organizational needs. But we don't know. If all else
falls into place as easily as the Senate vote did, we
won't know until we're in the middle of next year.
Then, some organizations might be donating their
blood just to raise fund to pay for their campus mail,
while two or three other lucky organizations might be
tanning in jamaica, celebrating their inexplicable
windfall.

HITS & misses

HIT: The few days of seventy-degree weather
we had last week. Almost makes one believe
it's springtime out there. m I s s: The snow's
back. Shut your windows and pack up your
shorts again, gang. m I s s: Just a rumor-roaches being spotted beneath the candy bins
in the Inn-Between. You thought that last bag
of gummy bears was kinda crunchy. m I s s:
Trying out the new, high-tech phone registration, and then dashing across campus since
your advisor didn't sign you up properly.
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National culricula crusade rests on bogus assumptions

Organizations, cross your
fingers
Remember the Student Activities Budget Board7
One can hardly call oneself a full-fledged member of
the Carroll community if one can't, since it's been the
perpetual pet project of three SU presidents and counting. Remember when you heard spirited speeches and
saw bright banners extolling the S.A.B.B.'s virtues?
About how it would place the power to distribute
funds for student organizations back into student
hands? Remember how hard the SU worked w make
certain the S.A.B.B. would pass in the elections?
Would you now like to know how the SU is handling
the responsibility that came with this new-gained
power?
One of the decisions facing the SU at last week's
meeting was whether or not tO approve the new
budget drawn up by the S.A.B.B. for student activities
next year. This wasn't exactly a do-or-die vote-if a
new budget can't be drawn up, the SU can simply
default to this past year's budget. But since most
organizations could barely buy stamps with this
year's budget allotment, they understandably demanded some modifications.
However, when the time came for the House of
Representatives and the Senate and the S.A.B.B. and all
the rest of the SU to discuss these possible modifications, not one member of any of these bodies knew
where the hell to start. For you see, the House and
Senate, made up of members of organizations who
would be most affected by budget changes, knew
exactly how any modifications would affect the
budget of their own particular organizations, but not
any of the organizations of any other member. The
S.A.B.B. knew how all these organizations would be
affected, having all pertinent information in hand.
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Larry Cuban
IC!Los Angeles Time

How can anyone oppose President
Clinton's call for national academtc standards and for resting all children in reading
and math7 Disappointing scores on recent
nanonal and international tests bolster his
challenge Corporate leaders and governors preach the gospel of standards.

Commentary

Grasselli--it's more than just books
The library has a lot to offer the students here at
john Carroll, rea II y It does. That is if you can figure
out how to take advantage of the opportunities.
For example, there is a wealth of resources
available to any student at any time. I mean, people
leave their bags and books and money just lying
around all over the place, complete! y unattended to.
Granted, it is because they are
trymg to save the table they
spent a half hour trying to
Christina
fmd, but hey, it's their own
Hynes
fault. I believe only a few
Managing
Editor
people have figured out this
advantage of the library, but
everyone is starting to notice
the birth of the john Carroll
Klepto.
Commentary
Another advantage is the
abtlity to network with other
students. I mean, it's almost as cool as going to
Qumn's on Thursday nights. There is always a
lounge lizard or two present trying LO find their
prospective dates; now instead of getting loaded at
the bars and mustering up the courage to ask
so.-10tbat.da.le partyJOrnougw. you_ need to
simply enter the land of Grasselli.
The library atmosphere ts very conductve to
meeting people. Take for instance the guy who is
always in the library, but seems tO use it as a
cafe rena ·slurping his drinks and gobbling his chips
while strutting through the aisles. I've never seen him
read and I have yet to hear him speak, but he's always
there. If you're lucky, he'll sit at a table with you and

and stare for a while.
One of the most important functions of the library is, of
course, research. I am always excited when I have ro look up
information lor a paper or project and travel into the realm
of microfilm. All the reels are conveniently missing, but it
doesn't really matter because the machines aren't working
anyway. But , there ts always the collection of Plain Dealers
to browse through; the stacks of
issues resemble a garbage pi Ie.
You have a better chance hopping
in the dumpster next to Murphy
Hall and finding the April3, 1997
issue of the PD than you do here.
Netscape seems to be every
student's saving grace, that is if
there isn't a class in the computer
lab. (Sadly though, you can no
longer print your undergraduate
sheet from the library,"They just
don't," sta ted a very helpful librarian. Good luck figuring
out what classes you still need to take in order to graduate.)
One of the greatest resources, though, is the pubhc phone
in the basement. If you're really hungry, order out. Some
students had the brilliant idea of calling the Domino's man
clgettio
izza or two deli~ered. The price of our tuitiqn
is worth the look on the faces of the librarians when the men
in red deliver a pi ping hot pizza with extra cheese. (Note:
there is a new sign informing students that ordering out isn't
a good idea.)
I think everyone should learn to rake advantage of the
new and improved Gras54;1li. Maybe the library will publish
a guide on the resources available to students and stray cats
everywhere, but until then, just use your imagination.

Trekkies, X-Philes, and Halle-Bopp
I think by now just about everybody has heard

about Heaven's Gate, that cult group that killed
themselves in an attempt to reach a higher level of
life. If most people are like me, they listened long
enough to find out they packed their bags and took
shifts dying, expecting to meet up on a spaceship that
was supposedly following a£ ter Comet Hale-Bopp,
and then tuned back out after making the judgment
that these people were obviously loony.
I would like to pause here and ask a question.
Now the point of this whole
mass suicide was that they
Colleen
were leaving their outer
Leslie
containers behind as they
Assistant
traveled on to this higher
Entertainment
level. So why did they need
Editor
thei r clothesn If they had no
bodies, what were they
planning on doing with the
Commentary
clothes? And considering
luggage can get lost on a trip
between Cleveland and
Chicago in the airporr, how did they think their
luggage would make it safely from here to the
spaceship?
After I heard about this group I pretty much tuned
out, figuring the whole thing was just a !itt le too
weird for me. Then early last week. a segment on
Enterrainment Tonight caught my eye. On it they
showed an interview with two people that had left
this cult before they all committed suicide. When
asked about some of the outside influences on the
cult, these two proceeded to talk about how they
could recite lines from Star Treh,and how they
watched such shows as X-Files and Millennium.
This is the part I want to set straight. What's
wrong with these shows? Nothing!
My favorite T.V. shows include Star Trek, and all
itsspinof[s, as well as Highlander, Pretender and
Profi ler, among others. Do I, too, think there are

spaceships fallowing comets around across the galaKy? No.
These shows are receiving a bad rap, as are the people
that enjoy watching them. Even my family thinks I'm a
little nuts'because I like these shows so much (if I think there
is even the slightest possibility that I might miss an episode 1
will tape it} But tn truth, I just watch the shows because
they are cool.
These shows make me think about things I don't
normally think about . And anyone with half a brain knows
that these shows are a short escape from rea lity, not reality
itself. 1mean, sure, it would be
coo! to think that it was really
Cancer Man, from X- Files, that
killedjFK. Or even that there were
people out there like Adrian Paul,
from Highlander, that were
immortal and went around slicing
off the heads of other immortals in
"the combat to the death" because
"there can be only one," but come
on. Even I know that this is all
make-believe.
1 Jove to watch these shows because of the new ideas they
generate for me. Of course, I'll also admit I love to upset
people by telling them that Q from Star Treh is omnipotent
and having them resolutely tell me only God isommpotent.
But hey, I have to get my kicks somehow.
Basically, my point in this commentary is that people
have to realize that it is not just T.V. shows that infl11ence
people and we can't take the easy way out by saying it is.
There are plenty of people out there just like me who can get
really inro these shows, but realize it is fake and would never
think of killing ourselves in order to hitch a ride on a
spaceship.
All of these shows are great if you enjoy science fiction
and like to rake a break from the crushing realities of
everyday life. And if you don't, that's £ine too. Just lay off on
people like us who enjoy relaxing to it. If you don't, the next
time 1see you I'll use my phaser on yoll And it won't be set
on stun.

Moreover, more than 90 percent of
Americans have told pollsters they llke this
prescription for ailing public schools. The
crusade for centralizing curriculum in a
country with a 150-year history of decentralized public schooling is both remarkable and, apparently, unstoppable.
To be sure, some governors, many smalltown offi cials, occasional academics and
parents have expressed fear that national
standards and tests, even "voluntary" ones,
will reduce what little power they have to
conduct commun ity business. But their
voice has weakened steadily in the face of
the bipartisan crusade to create national
standards and tests.
This campaign rests on two assumptions. First, public schools' productivity, as
measured by test scores, wlll spur the larger
economy. Second, poor U.S. student performance on internationa l tests resulrsf rom a
lack of national standards and tests. Both
assumptions are false.
Si nee the early 1980s, corporate and public officials, aided by stories in the media,
have spliced together declining U.S. productivity and falling standardized-test
scores in public schools. They have pointed
to japan's and Germa n 's schooling as the
ary of Education Richmodel. I
. Riley said, "Education is the engine
that drives our economy," national standards and tests, as in Japan , would prcxl
-student' , arenr!nlnd e
harder.
Yet, consider what has occurred in the
tiona! productiviryhasrisen. The
U.S econom
formed both
Germany's and japan's. Unemployment

and inflation are lower than in the early
1980s But no awards have been handed out
to public schools. Media reporting and public offic1als' announcememscontinue toreport and mterpret test scores as reflecting
students' failure to measure up to 21st-century workplace needs. Thus is revealed the
sham of linkingeconom1c productivity and
students' test scores.
Nonetheless, blammg a declinmg
economy on failing public schools was
shrewd politics. Americans do believe that
education and indtvidualgainsarestrongly
linked; personal income and years of education are highly correlated. But it is not the
individual link between education and the
larger economy that presidents, governors
and corporate leaders have crusaded for
since the early '80s, rather, it is the connection between students test performance and
the overall economy. While such a connection goes largely unquestioned, it is a myth.
The bogus connection between public
schools and economic conditions becomes
glaring when the spotlight shifts from public schools to university research. Centuryold ties between federalandcorporate funding of university scient ists, seldom noted in
the media yet rich ly documented. have led
to the development of commercial products, medical advances and defense tech nology. Such contracts starkly reveal how
critical university research has been to the
larger economy and how phony it is to connect students' test scores to lowered economic productivity.
From 1958-1968, federal funding of scientific research in universities grew from
$254 million to $1.57 billion, or an increase
of 523 percent (controlling for inflation).
When these federal research contracts are
calculated on a per-professor basis the results are staggering. For private universities, the median annual per-professor federal grant in the late 1980s was just over
$107,000; for public uni versities, tt was a tad
,
oun CIOn
research contracts add a not her 15 percent
to these figures.
This link between university research
and expected national economic returns
needs no myth-making. Public and private

funding produced inventions and corpo- tradictions that seriously undercut the arrate profitS. The sham of blaming public gument for national academic standards
schools for the ebb and flow of national and tests Other countries With nauonal
economic producttvity may be politically curncula and tests,FnglandandSpain
smart and a low-cost strategy of exploiting ranked the same as the Unttcd States in
a vu Inerable insutuuon , but it rests on math Further complicating the math picture is that 13-year-olds from Switzerland.
counterfeit assumptions.
The flawed assumption that US. stu- Australia and Canada, who come from deentralized systems of schooling much like
dents do less well on international tests
because we lack nanonal cu rnculum stan- the United States', also scored signrficantly
dards and tests shows up most clearly in higher than students from countries with
the recent reporung of the Thtrd Interna- mmtstry-dnven curricula.
Whensciencescoresareexamined,simitional Math and Science Study for 7th and
lar contradict ions arise. Japan's sLUdents
8th graders.
Aswidelyreponed, U.S. studentsscored outscored America'sm science, but France's
below many of their foreign counterparts and Spain's, which have heavily centralin math and were average in sctence. Japa- ized curricula, fell significantly below stunese and French students, for example, dents in the United States. Moreover, stuwhose countries have national ministries dents from New Zealand,Canada,andSwitand centrally dnven standards and tests, zerland, all lacking nauonal curricula and
scored significantly higher m math than tests, did just as well as students from countries with strong national direction for lotheir U.S.counterparts In science,st udent
from japan and Korea, the latter two na- cal schools. Further more, on some science
tionsalsowith national curricula and tests, topics, U.S. students did as well or better
thanJapancse, Norwegian and French stusubstantially outscored U.S. 13-year-olds.
Few pundits, however, noted the con- dents, even those from Hong Kong

From around the nation._

•Views/ Letters to the editor
Farrell family gives thanks
We would like to take this opportunity
to thank all of you for your kindness, your
support, and your love during this very diffi cult time in our lives. joe loved John Carroll and all that the University stands for.
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find relatively little to celebrate, however,
when our own campus is not practicing
what it is preaching.
I attended the Student Union meeting
on February 25 when both the House and
Senate unanimously passed the charter for
Allies- a support group, as well as a source
of education, for homosexuals, bisexuals,
and heterosexuals.
After the charter was passed, I could
not help but notice how happy and proud
the members of Allies were... and
deservingly so! Being a minority on campus, they worked hard for something they
believed in, and they overcame adversity.
That is, until the University revoked the
charter, claiming that "chartering a student organization for Allies is not in the
bestinterestof the University or individual
students." 1 beg to differ.
The mere fact that the A 11 ies charter
was revoked illustrates the exact reason
why it is a necessary group on campusbecause not enough people support those
different sexual onentations.
Whereas many believe this is an issue
of "morals," this is probably more an issue
of economics. lfjohnCarroll were to pass
Sincerely,
a charter for Allies, those alumni who may
The Farrell Family,
be a bit more conservative in their views,
Ginny, Michael, Megan, and Katie
yet are very generous with their funds,
m1ght stop giving their financial support
to John Carroll. Apparently, the UniverSchool doesn't practice
sity
is not willmg to face that possible conwhat it preaches
sequence.
As l was thinking about the entire inciSince the day I stepped onro the john
dent,
!found myself going back to my rehCarroll campus, 1 have been told to "celebrate diversity." This includes celebrating gion courses, and what l have been taught
those of different races,ethnicnies, religious during these past four years. What stands
beliefs, socioeconomic backgrounds, and our most in my mind IS that we are all
sexual orientations, among other things. 1 called to be "Other Chrisrs."

Through your many kindnesses we now
understand why the University was so important to him.
We would particularly like to thank the
University and Marriot for the generous
hospitality shown to our many friends and
family following joe's funeral. The music
provided by the Chapel Choir at the funeral
mass was a beautiful addition to the I iturgy.
The mass booklet gave us a treasured
memory of the celebration which exemplified joe's li fe. The assistance with ushering
and searing provided by Pi Alpha Chi was
so helpful. The presence of so many jesuits
concelebrating the funeral mass was testimony to joe's faith. The weeki y meals provided by the staff of Student Life and so
many others sustained us through these last
five months.
Most importantly, we want to thank you,
the st udems of JCU. Your presence at both
the wake and the funeral mass was such a
testimony to joe's commitment and lovefor
young people. He was proud to see you all
there.
You are special. .. you are loved.

We are to live as Christ lived- loving
others, working for justice, and acting compassion ately toward those who are oppressed by the power[ uI. And that made me
think about what is preached to us as we
share in the Eucharist in the St. Francis
Chapel- that weare all made in the image of
Christ. As images of Christ, we are loved
and accepted as we are. Yet when the University denies Allies a charter, I cannot help
but wonder if the power figures of John
Carroll are truly listening to this message.
I am sorry for the Allies; I hope they do
not feel their hard work has gone to waste. 1
am also sorry for the power figures of john
Carroll. !think you are limiting yourselves
and your opportunity to learn about- and
love-those of different sexual orientations.
In addition, you are limiting these opportunities to us, the students, whom you are
supposed to serve.
Bridget Maloney
Class of 1997
The Carroll News welcomes
letters to the editor. <Is it is
our way of knowing what you
like or dislike about the CN.
the campus or life in general.
We require that letters be
submitted by noon Monday. in
the CNoffice. to be eligible for
publication. Letters can also
be submitted via e-mail to
CNLETTERS jcvaxa.jcu.edu.
Letters will be accepted after
noon on Monday only if there is
additional space available. We
reserve the right to edit letters
for
clarity
or
space
considerations. Letters must
be signed and accompanied by
your phone number.
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The Carroll News
WANTED

Environmental I fitness. New
environmental company
expanding locally. Looking
for positive , motivated ,
health-conscious individuals
to fill several areas. Flexible
hours, will train . Call 8715779 Ext. 126.
Restaurant now hiring: Old
Mission, the only place to be
seen in Cleveland is now
hiring for all positions .
Servers,
bartenders,
hostesses , cooks, and
bussers
are
needed
immediately. Call Jesse at
(216) 542-1 OOOforinterview.
Free T-Shirt +$1000. Credit
card
fundraisers
for
fraternities, sororities, and
groups.
Any campus
organization can raise up to
$1 000 by earning a whopping
$5.00/VISAapplication. Call
1-800-932-0528 Ext. 65.
Qualified callers receive free
t-shirt.
Help Wanted. Men I women
earn
$480
weekly
assembling circuit boards I
electronic .compo..nents
home.
Experiences
unnecessary, will train .
lmmedi:J.te openings in your
local area. Call 1-520-6807891 Ext. C200.
Cruise Ship Employment
How would you like to work
in exotic locations, meet fun
people, and get paid? Call
206-971-3554 Ext. C55561 .
(We are a research and
publishing company) .

SITTERS NEEDED
Summer Job. M-F 2:30 5:30 or thereabouts. Loving,
experienced person to pick
up from nearby camp two
happy, high-hilarity children,
take them places, talk to

Out

them, bring them home, and
play with them . Good
environment, competitive
pay , some day I time
flexibility. Call to discuss
932-2372.
Immediate babysitting for
long-hours work period at
Cleveland Heights home .
Afternoons and evenings .
Need help April and May
especially. Possible short
term live-in for May, of
desired . Nice working
environment. Need help
NOW! 932-2372.

Claaaltled ada cost 52.50 for the flrat ten words and $.20 for each additional word. To
place a claaalfled ad. It muat be typed or handwritten clearly and legibly and ae ntto or
dropped off at the Carroll News office with payment. Classified ads will not run without
pre-paymenL Clasaltleds will not be taken ower the phone. The deadline for claasltled ada
Ia noon of the Monday prior to publication

For AD~ ... •Nu•don
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llualneaa: (:H61 397-4398
Fax / Data: (2161 397-1729
General info: (2161 397·17ll

Friday, Monday, Tuesday,
andWednesday. Wouldthen
be
off till
following
Wednesday evening. Prefer
you have own transportation
and assist on occasion
transporting to activities. Job
sharing possibilities - all or
part. Looking to hire now, and
I or summer time coverage.
Call 932-5852.
Responsible, mature, nonsmoker
needed
for
occasional sitting for 2
children (ages 6 and 9) of
working professionals in their
home in Shaker .
Car
necessary.
Excellent
references essential. Call
751-1985.

Direct Care .
Make a
difference in the life of a child
with special needs . The
Hattie Larlahm Foundation
provides community home Great for right female . Free
care to children and young room
(Coach
House
adults with special needs furnished) and board for a
throughout NE Ohio. An few hours daily help with
opportunity is now available bright female physically
to care for a 9-year old young challenged. Walk to Carroll .
man with Cerebral Palsy in Leave a message at 921the Beachwood area. A 1818.
healthy appreciation for
video games and computers Part-time babysitter : live rent
a plus! Hours: M-F, 3:30 - free! Private room I bath I
6:30 pm .
Some Sat. phone I entrance in large
afternoons or weekend Shaker Heights home. Help
ev ni
i
ittw......-um
oewbo(.o,......u.......wmay expand to 35+ hours I year-old. Flexible hours .
week in the Summer (during Most weekends off. Will pay
Summer camp).
For forextrahourswhen needed.
information call Ms. Vesely Continueschoolorworkpartat 1-800-551-2658.
time outside. Begin May '97
- Call751-2999. References
Looking for responsible, required.
dependable students males
or females, to supervise,
FOR RENT
coordinate, and care for 3
school-age children. 2 boys 1 and 2 bedroom apartment
and a girl (13, 10, 8), while for rent. Appliances, carpet,
single parent mom works . and garage. Can be partially
Coverage for my 2 furnished. Located 2 miles
consistent ,
regular, north of JCU on South Belvoir
scheduled
part-time Blvd. at Mayfield Rd. No pets
positions.
Every I no smoking. Great for
Wednesday evening and a seniors, graduate students,
rotating weekly schedule of or faculty. Only $500- $650
daytime coverage after per month. Please leave
school or through the message at 291 -8458 or 932summer for Thursday, 9215.

-louaat:
The Can-oil Hews
20700 North Park Boulevatd
Unlveralty ttel&hta, 0111o 44U8

Eln8111o the CN at
CarroiNew&@jcvaxa.jcu.edu

Seeking financial aid? Get
the system to help find free
money for college! Detailed
profiles on
200,000+
individual awards from
private and public sectors.
Call Student Financial
Services : 1-800-472-9575
Ext. F55561 . (We are a
research and publishing
company).

M I S C .
Best hotels and lowest prices
for spring-break beach
destinations .
Florida ,
Cancun, Jamaica, etc. Call
now for room availability.
Inter-Campus Programs. 1800-327-6013 or at http://
www.icpt.com .

ACROSS
1. Lady salor
5. AmUet
10. Broadway show
14. Goddess ollortllty
15. W818ring hole

18. Mr. Aida
17. Rodenta
18. Author ol 'The Gnlet
Go!Oby'
20. Mike's buddy

21. SeventleshUstyle
22. Tilts
23. Author at 'Bellefteur'
25. 'Toa
•

27. eigg0(29. Author ol 'Catcher In

the Rye'
33. Pale

34. TrOUS<ItS
35. Chicken _ King
36. Rakl hard
37. Ralph_ Emer·
11011

38. Happy
39. Part ol UK
40. P 41 .
Rica
42. Author ol"&odiJIJ'
44. Bloom

45. Poet&' warda
>46. Grand. e.g.
47. Biockade
!iO. Aid
51. Jagged
54.~ot'AfMepo'

57. Clly In Normandy
58. Tidy

59. Eldrernely 81VY
60. Quaker you
81 . ~

82. Swampdweller

S3.0boarveo
DOWN

I. Wealdlng
2.

Europe'a nelgllbor

3. Author ol 'La.t
Mlarablerl'

4. Compaaa polnl
5 . Strongbol<
6. Head COII8r1ng

7. In reference
8. Roela'a role

e. Food additive
I 0. ML Anderaon
11. Woe l.smel

12. Brewing lngredlerl
13. Conclud ..
19. , _ vonc 111anc1

p""""'

21.
acor&:22·-~t. . .
25. Seta down

40. Less contamlnaled
41 . Applaud
43. Wipeout
44.Screoo
>46.
oauce
47. Cap. H~ dwellero

B...._

48. -Notion
4g_ Actor Richard_

Warmh
52. Medicinal plant
53. Entr.
M.~job

!i().

56. Utben R . - Admin.

57. French saint

26. L.ow female \IOice
27. Jacket part
28. In unison: 2 wdl
29. Gtooa racetpla
30. Authcx ol
'Fcnyto

nr.

Saga"

31. Malee joyfU
32. Math Co. Oerl!
34. cay on the Seine
37. F - hard or 10ft
38. Thug

"Have you ever thought this
might not be your line of
work?"

on

a Limb
by
Gary Kopervas

R. F. D.
by
Mike Marland

e.\
- __ _
....... ._......_ ...

"You really embarrassed
me when you started to
pass your hat!"

